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A comparison of two procedures which allocate inspection ef-

fort within a production sequence is presented here. The concern

for quality and the need to hold down the costs of quality has re-

sulted in mathematical models which locate inspection so that the

desired quality is attained at a minimum cost.

In today's manufacturing environment the nature of these prod-

uction sequences is highly complex. This requires that the models

reflect this complexity in a realistic way. Such intricate models

can often have restrictions on their applicability because of exten-

sive computational requirements.

A model had been developed for nonserial type processes which

optimally allocates screening inspection within the sequence. The

model includes the effects of imperfect inspection accuracy on the

probabilistic flow of material within the process and the cost of

repairing defects. This model proved to be an extremely time con-

suming algorithm which put restrictions on its applicability. In

this paper a linear model is developed which approximates the non-

linear objective function of the restrictive model. The purpose; to



use the linear form to allow faster solution times for large

problems. This model is formulated as zero-one mixed integer pro-

gramming problem.

The approximation model is tested to determine its performance.

The testing is to determine the approximation's computational speed

relative to the optimal model and its accuracy with respect to min-

imum cost. The results showed vast improvements in computational

speed and the objective function values of the approximation were

close to the optimal value.
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AN APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE FOR THE
ALLOCATION OF INSPECTION EFFORT

I. INTRODUCTION

Ia. Background

The production of a quality product has become of major concern

to industry in past years. A slow decline of quality is finally being

reversed by new technologies and a strong commitment to quality

assurance.

The assurance of a high quality product is becoming more and

more difficult and expensive to achieve as customer requirements be-

come more stringent and the product's complexity multiplies. A large

amount of these quality assurance costs are due to more extensive and

sophisticated testing procedures for quality. Inspection costs are

a sizable component of the total cost of quality assurance and must

be regulated.

The need for holding costs down and the external pressures for

high quality has created a demand for methods which will allocate

inspection effort so that quality costs are minimized and the desired

quality of the finished product is achieved. Some methods have been

used which determine whether or not inspection should be undertaken

at any one particular location. This is accomplished by comparing

the inspection costs to the expected failure costs further down in the

sequence. If expected failure costs are higher, then inspection is

performed. Determining the location of inspection by this method is

not highly effective at reducing quality costs. The decision to in-
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spect or not inspect at any one point has consequences which filter

out into the remainder of the process. A decision at one particular

point will then have an affect on costs at another point in the

process. Therefore a procedure which determines the location of in-

spection effort must aggregate all the operations of the process and

treat the process as a whole. In this way decisions which affect sub-

sequent costs will take these subsequent costs into consideration

when making the decision.

Ib. The Problem

In order to determine the location of inspection effort all as-

pects of the process must be considered. It is not sufficient to

utilize information pertaining to only one particular operation in

making a decision about the entire process. This is because the

inter-relationship between operations and the effects of inspection

cause alterations in the probabilistic flow of defective materials.

Methods which allocate inspection effort must include these probabil-

istic flows so that the effect of inspecting at operation i on

operation j is determined. These inter-relations cause complexities

in the solution technique which can hamper their efficiency. Often

the solution can be more costly than the savings due to better in-

spection allocation. The problem of complexity in solution techniques

will be addressed here. By altering a previous model the solution

technique should be less complicated so the model can be used with

largely reduced computation times.



1c. Objective

A model developed by Yum and McDowell (1980) uses zero-one

integer programming to solve for an optimum inspection policy. The

model is for nonserial production sequences with non-unit flows

between operations. The cost equation is a nonlinear, concave

function of the policy vector. (The policy vector gives the location

where inspection is to take place). The nonlinear nature of this

problem makes computational efficiency decline rapidly as the size of

the problem increases above ten or fifteen operations.

The optimal solution determined by this model is influenced by

costs and parameters of the process that are not always easily found.

There are measurement errors and personal judgments which make the

optimal solution open to some variability. Sensitivity analysis can

be used to determine the magnitude of the variations and its effects

but this still leaves a solution which is not necessarily optimal due

to these uncertainties.

The objective of this paper is to find an approximation to the

optimal solution method developed by Yum and McDowell. This approxi-

mation should be more computationally efficient so that large scale

problems can be solved. The approximation will alter the objective

function so that it is a linear function. The new model will be

tested to see how close the approximation is to the optimal solution

value found by the non-linear objective function and to see if the

solution times are faster. Further testing will be done to see what

conditions affect the approximation to see if the approximation is

better suited to certain applications. The main objective however is
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to show that large scale problems can be solved faster using the

approximation technique. A number of large scale problems will be

solved and the computation times will be compared to see if the

approximation does in fact have the greater potential for solving large

scale problems.

Id. Approach

The expected total cost criterion for the Yum-McDowell model is

developed as a function of the location of inspection effort. The

objective function considers the costs of inspection, manufacturing,

repairing defects and the cost of allowing defective products to

leave the process. A number of different models for differing types

of processes have been proposed. A few of these are included in the

literature review section. All of these models develop optimal

screening programs for the control of quality costs. Some consider

only the location of inspection and others consider both location and

the inspection level. A wide variety of approaches to solving the

problem have been used. Dynamic programming is often used because

of the recursive nature of the process. Markov chains are used in

another case to handle the change in probabilities due to inspection.

The model presented by Yum and McDowell contains a polynomial

equation which determines the probability of defects moving through

the process. This non-linear term is reduced to a linear term using

a Maclaurin series expansion of the polynomial and discarding the

higher order terms. By redefining and constraining some of the

variables the cost equation is altered so it is linear. The optimal

screening program can now be solved for by using linear programming
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techniques. The new cost function should allow for faster solution

times due to its linear nature.

Once the linear approximation is formulated it must be analyzed

for its accuracy and its computational efficiency. Problems of dif-

ferent size and complexity will be solved using both methods and

comparisons will be made to determine how close the approximation is

to the optimal solution and if it solves the problems in less time.

To make these comparisons, small scale experiments will be set up.

These experiments will also be used to determine what factors in-

fluence how close the approximate solution will be to the optimal.
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II. BACKGROUND

IIa. Definition of Quality

In 1931 W. A. Shewhart published "Economic Control of Quality

of Manufactured Product". Shewhart introduced the idea that the

inherent variability in your external surroundings is present in

manufacturing processes. Without this variability there would be no

problem of control for without variability things are constant.

Shewhart developed the first tools for the control of quality. Con-

trol charts allowed the user to put limits on the process so that

extreme variations will be detected. Shewhart's book was the first

step to statistical quality control.. Postulating that variability

implied controllability he brought the science of statistics into the

industrial environment.

The term quality is a catch-all when used with the word product.

It does nothing more concrete for a description of an object than does

the word nice. Quality is dependent on the object and the specific

characteristics of that object. "The quality of a thing is that

which is inherent in it so that we cannot alter the quality without

altering the thing" (Shewhart, 1931).

An object can be distinguished from other objects or things by

a set of characteristics related to that object. This collection of

characteristics, and their quantitative values, identifies one article

from any other article. The collection of characteristics can be

thought of as a definition or identification set. Describing an object

by its characteristics could be extremely time consuming if one was
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to go into great detail. There are a very large number of character-

istics related to the simplest object and quantitative measures would

be extremely difficult to obtain.

It is possible to describe an object less formally by quantitative

measures of some of its elementary characteristics. This will reduce

the definition set to a manageable size. For example, mechanical

drafting pencil leads are made up of graphite molecules in chemical

bond. The characteristics of the chemical nature of pencil leads

would make up an extremely long list. The characteristics of most

import though, may only be the hardness, diameter and the length of

the pencil leads. These three characteristics are easily measured and

give a sufficient description of the object. The addition of other

measurable characteristics, such as type of graphite, allows for a more

detailed description. As the number of elements in the definition set

increase the definition becomes more precise. This allows for greater

accuracy in distinguishing between similar objects.

If there are n characteristics of concern, the n measurements ob-

tained on these characteristics define a point in n-space. This point

can be thought of as being an object with that particular set of

coordinates as its definition set. The determination of quality re-

lates directly to this point in n-space. If the point in n-space,

defined by n characteristics, is a target value or the definition of

the object then only objects with this exact set of coordinates are

identical to this target object. But it is often the case where we

allow some tolerances or boundaries so that points within these

boundaries are considered identical. These bounds around the point



create a hyper-volume in n-space containing the target point. If

we are trying to produce an object with the target characteristics

inherent variability will cause the object to be different or not

conform in some way. This object will not be identical to the target

but if it falls within the tolerances, the hyper-volume, then the

object can be considered to be identical to the target object

(Figure 1-1.).

characteristic 2

characteristic 3

characteristic 1

8

Figure 2-1. A point in 3-space representing target characteristic.

In this context, quality can be considered as a quantity having

known physical dimensions. (Shewhart,1931) The target point and

boundaries have been defined in real space so any object, having

physical dimensions, can be compared to this target point. If the

object conforms, falls within the boundaries, it has a positive

attribute. The attribute being that the point, defined by the

characteristics, falls inside the hyper-volume. If it falls outside
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the bounds, it does not conform, and it is said to have a negative

attribute. You can then think of a quality object as one having a

positive attribute and an inferior one as having a negative attribute.

The negative attribute is another way of saying it has no positive

attribute.

IIb. Concern for Quality

There are three broad areas where quality is of major concern

(Hansen,1963):

1. Quality of Design

2. Quality of Conformance to Design

3. Quality of Performance

The quality of design refers to product development before manu-

facturing. A higher quality design is generally considered to have

the greater requirements for strength, fatigue and any one of a number

of defining characteristics. Important factors when evaluating a

design are: the ease of manufacturing within specifications, least

cost and meeting the customer's requirements. However, it is often the

case where the highest quality design may not be the one selected for

production. Often times market requirements call for a product of

lower quality due to cost considerations or the projected demand for

the product is for a short duration.

The quality of conformance relates to how well the product con-

forms to design specifications during manufacturing. In the past and

today conformance control has been the primary emphasis of quality

control. Conformance control is the area where statistical techniques

have been used to control the quality of a product. Conformance is



dependent on machine capabilities, testing accuracies and material

procurement. The quality of design has a great impact on how well

the manufactured product conforms to specifications. A good design

allows for ease in manufacturing and conformance.

When the product is released to the Customer it must perform

certain functions. Another word for the quality of performance of

a product is the reliability of the product. Reliability is similar

to the word quality, in that it is used as a catch-all but it is a

measurable quantity that is useful for quantifying the performance of

a product. The reliability of an item relates to some probability

distribution of failure over time. Where failure is defined as an

item which ceases to perform up to expectations or cannot meet the

requirements of its intended use. This distribution is dependent on

the design and the conformance to the design. To have good performance

both aspects, design and conformance to, must be present in the

product. The best design will not perform adequately if the product

is not up to specifications and the converse is also true, a poorly

designed, well-made product may lack in performance.

The term quality has been used in two ways; it refers to a

set of target characteristics and tolerances corresponding to that

target or to the performance of a product after it has been manu-

factured. The second use of the word was defined to be the reliabil-

ity of the product, a probability distribution over time. The term

quality will henceforth denote the concept of an item having an at-

tribute (conforming to specifications) or not having that attribute.

Referring to Figure 1-1, an object has the quality attribute if it

falls within the hyper-volume around the defined point. If it does

10
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not then it has a negative attribute -- the absence of quality. This

definition distinguishes the differences between the two words. Using

it as a descriptor of an object we are actually referring to the

product reliability. Using it in the other context we are describing

the state of the object; the state of having an attribute or not having

the attribute.

IIc. The Cost of Quality

When manufacturing a product, the product either has the quality

attribute or it does not. (A fuzzy middle area may exist but it will

not be considered here). This positive attribute does not materialize

within the item by itself, it requires effort on the part of designers,

machinists, inspectors and other personnel involved in the production

process. This effort needed to produce a reliable product is obviously

not free and can be quite costly. This makes the economics of quality

control an extremely important aspect that is sometimes overlooked.

Economic analysis is essentially weighing the consequences of

different alternatives and deciding between these alternatives. These

decisions are based on the effect each alternative will have on the

businesses costs and revenues. These decisions require past data and

information so that comparisons can be made. Often times this data

is not available. This, compounded with the inter-relationships be-

tween the different areas controlling quality (design, production

and inspection), can make economic decisions controlling quality quite

complex. To facilitate these decisions three classifications of

quality costs have been proposed (Hansen,l963). These relate to the

three areas concerned with the quality of a product. These costs are:
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1. Prevention Costs

2. Appraisal Costs

3. Failure Costs

i. internal

ii. external

These three costs can be related to the quality of design, quality of

conformance to design and quality of performance respectively.

Prevention costs are the costs incurred by the manufacturer by

trying to eliminate products being produced with a negative attribute.

One way of preventing non-conforming articles is by a design which

meets the requirements but does not over design. An over designed

product may not find a place in the market due to a lack of demand.

An under designed product will have poor reliability which leads to

higher failure costs. The cost of designing a product, however, is

not included in the prevention costs. This is because good design

work is necessary for the development of any manufactured item. Note

that the costs of redesign, due to a design which lead to poor quality,

would be included in the prevention costs. This extra design work

was for the prevention of non-conformance so the cost is accounted as

a prevention cost.

The cost of training operating and inspection personnel falls in

the class of prevention costs. By teaching correct production methods

defects are less likely to occur in the product. Also, trained in-

spectors are less likely to make inspection errors which would in-

crease the percent defective. The training of employees will result

in a reduction of non-conforming articles, so by training, failure

costs are being prevented.
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Maintenance of equipment is also a prevention cost. This includes

both equipment for production and for inspection purposes. By en-

suring that equipment is maintained at a high performance level the

likelihood of errors is reduced. This will lead to a greater percent

of products conforming to specifications.

Appraisal costs are the cost of evaluating the quality of a product.

During the production process there are numerous problems which crop

up and cause defective items. Without some means of inspecting or

testing, these items will go undetected. These defective items will

be carried through the process and exit as defective finished parts.

To remove these defective items they must be evaluated for quality.

This is accomplished by visual and mechanical inspection of work in-

process and incoming inspection. The costs incurred for inspection

are all classified as appraisal costs. Included are: costs of mate-

rials used, labor costs and equipment maintenance, calibration and

depreciation costs.

Failure costs are the costs of producing a product which does not

conform to design. Included in this area are: costs of scrapping

and reworking products, product service and in some instances redesign

costs may be included here. The cost of scrapping is the cost of re-

moving a non-conforming article from the process. It is the difference

between the accumulated manufacturing and material expenditures and

the salvage value at the time of scrapping. Note that not all in-

process parts have a salvage value and may incur a cost just to remove

the items from the area. In this case the salvage value is thought

to be negative. Rework costs are the costs of material, labor and

material handling needed to make a non-conforming part conform to
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specifications.

Product service costs, sometimes referred to as external failure

costs, are the costs incurred when defective products are released

to the customer. These include the cost of repairing or replacing

the defective part and the cost of loss of good will. The cost of re-

pairing or replacing the item is very similar to the cost experienced

in house when a product fails. The difference lies in the added cost

of handling the item that is being returned. This handling cost must

be added to the failure cost classification.

The cost of loss of good will is very difficult to quantify for

it is the cost of losing customers. One possible way of determining

this cost is to compare the amount of change in the gross sales to the

change in the quality. This relation'can be used to see

if there is a decline in the number of customers. If the decline is

present the magnitude of the loss may be determined. Having some means

of calculating the number of lost customers due to poor quality will

assist in determining the cost of loss of good will. This cost plays

an important role in determining the outgoing quality levels and is

a necessary component for solving inspection allocation problems.

Hansen (1963) suggests this breakdown of costs to assist in

budgeting and accounting for quality. This breakdown fits well with

the three areas where quality is of concern mentioned in section IIb.

Keeping track of where money is being spent is necessary, so that one

particular area does not carry all of the burden of quality costs.

By allocating some funds on prevention and appraisal the magnitude

of failure costs can be reduced. There is an optimal level at which
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the costs of prevention balance with the benefits of lower failure

costs. This level is dependent on the process and on product design.

Proper analysis of each situation will lead to appropriate spending

levels.

Kirkpatrick (1970) suggests that prevention costs usually fall

below 10% of total quality costs. Groocock (1974) says prevention

and appraisal combined is between 20%-30% and Hansen (1963) sites

examples where prevention costs are as low as 5%. These costs cover

a wide range and the amount spent is wholely determined by the given

situation. From this information it is discernable that the majority

of quality costs are due to failure costs. A comprehensive quality

control plan must then be tailored toward reducing these failure

costs. This is accomplished by a good product design and a well-

made product.

IId. Products and Processes

The quality of a product has been defined as its reliability or,

we can think of a product having or not having a quality attribute.

But exactly what a product is has yet to be defined.

A product will be defined as the single output from the production

process we are concerned with. This eliminates such items as sub-

assemblies and raw materials within the production sequence from our

strict definition. (Note that in some instances the term product may

be used for these items). Work in process which is a complete entity

in itself will be referred to as a sub-assembly.

This final product can be further described by three specifications

for the product (Groocock,1974). These specifications will precisely
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define any object which may be called a product. These specifications

should be developed before the product even reaches the production

stage. These specifications are:

1. a description of how the product should be made

2. a description of what the product should be

3. a description of what the product should do

Note that there is certain amount of redundancy here. By de-

scribing how the product should be made, the product and its perform-

ance is fixed. Also, if the product is described completely, the

performance cannot be variable. Product performance does not have

the same effect though. Products that are not alike may perform the

same.

Products can be classified into two basic types; discrete units

is one of the classifications. Discrete units are single elements

with some defined boundaries. They are a countable output from the

process. These units may be placed into lots of varying size but any

arbitrary size lot can be broken down into discrete units. Some

examples of discrete units of output would be; integrated circuits,

automobiles or textbooks.

Continuous process output is a product which has no definable

boundary other than the ones which are artificially determined. This

output is not countable but is defined in terms of volume. Some

examples are gasoline, fertilizer and paper. Note that many continu-

ous process products are later sent to other processes which package

the continuous process output, these packaged units then become

discrete units of output.
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In this paper we will only consider processes which produce

discrete unit type of output. Quality control for continuous process-

es is of a very different nature. With continuous process output

there is no group of items to sample from or inspect, in this case

samples from within the process output must be taken. This makes the

statistics involved more complex compared to single element inspection.

In today's modern manufacturing there are very few products which

are produced in a single operation. Most products are the result of

numerous manufacturing steps with raw materials being formed into

sub-assemblies and the finished product being the result of these.

Production processes are a combination of operations in some

sequential order. There are two basic types of processes:

1. serial

2. nonserial

A serial or single channel process is one where the raw material

or components move from the ith operation to the next immediate one,

operation 1+1. In this case there is no feedback or skips in the flow

of material. This type of process is usually the case when only a

series of manufacturing steps are involved in making the product; one

step needs to be completed before the next one can start (see

Figure 2-2). Most processes are not of this simple nature, they can

be described by a second type of process called a nonserial process.

If there are n operations, a nonserial process is one where

the material can flow from the ith operation to any one of the

remaining n-1 operations. This type of process may have feedforward

and feedback loops with converging flows into an operation and



(a) n-operation serial structure

(b) 7-operation nonserial structure

Figure 2-2. The physical structure of a serial and a nonserial production system.
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diverging flows out of an operation. Feedforward flows occur when the

output from an operation is not sent to the next immediate operation

but to one which is farther along in the process. Feedbacks have

materials returning to operations which occurred prior to the

present operation, this causes the flow to be cyclic in nature.

Diverging material flows send the output from the present operation

to more than one of the following operations when the material leaves

the present operation. This type of flow occurs when one sub-assembly

or raw material is needed at more than one following operation; the

part is then diverged to all of the needed locations. Converging

flows occur when the material entering an operation comes from more

than one previous operation. This is the case when numerous raw

materials and or sub-assemblies are combined in one operation to form

another sub-assembly.

The presence of all these different types of material flow is

prevalent in modern industrial processes. The combination of sub-

assemblies with raw materials at different stages in the process can

make for a very complicated production sequence which is extremely

difficult to control. The nonserial type of material flow will be

of main concern in this paper. Note also that the serial process

flow is a special case of the nonserial flow so the serial case can

also be considered without loss of generality. Figure 2-2 shows an

example of a nonserial production sequence.

One other consideration in describing material flow in a process

is the amount of material moving into an operation. Conversely,

for there to be inward flow at an operation the interacting nature
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of the system must yield an output from the operation. The ratio

of the amount of material into the operation to the amount of

material coming out of an operation will be some positive integer

value. (A fractional sub-assembly cannot be used in manufacturing).

The flows described above are not rates of flow. (In some cases

these values may in fact be rates). The inward flow of material are

the amounts of raw materials and or sub-assemblies needed to form the

output from an operation. In most production sequences this basic

definition can be used. However for certain models the product flow

will have to be described more fully to account for special situations.

There are two basic types of product flows:

1. unit flow

2. non-unit flow

Unit flow occurs when a single item is the input to an operation

and one unit exits the operation. This type of movement is commonly

found in serial processes. However, special cases of the nonserial

type do occur. (A converging nonserial sequence is one of these).

A unitized flow helps to simplify the study of processes but is not

a good assumption to make because of a loss of generality for all

production sequences.

In most cases a non-unit flow is found in production processes.

This is the situation where the amount of converging input into

any operation is greater than one. This type of material movement is

commonly found in both serial and nonserial processes alike. It is

common practice to sub-assemble or assemble products using manufac-

turing steps which combine many items in one step. This creates many
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situations where non-unit flow is found. The assumption of non-unit

flow is often made when modelling a process. The reason for this is

because the unit flow case is just a special case of the non-unit flow

so both situations can be handled by the one description.

Ile. Inspection Plans and Inspection Accuracy

As mentioned previously a product or a sub-assembly can have the

quality attribute or it may not. During the process of manufacturing,

the items which receive the attribute are not readily discernable from

the ones that did not; variability bestows this attribute randomly.

To determine which items have the attribute they must be evaluated to

determine whether they meet the specifications of design. This evalu-

ation is referred to as acceptance inspection.

Acceptance inspection involves testing an article to determine

whether to classify it as defective/reject or non-defective/accept.

This testing can be one of two types:

1. functional testing

2. feature testing

Functional testing is the testing of a product or sub-assembly to

see if the part operates correctly. Of concern here is whether or not

the unit functions properly as a whole, as opposed to concern about

certain features of the product.

Feature testing involves the inspection or testing of a

particular component on a product or sub-assembly. Feature testing

involves measuring characteristics of a component. Note that one

item may go through both types of testing. For example, an integrated
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circuit may be functionally tested when its sub-assembly is completed.

It may however, be feature tested when it is installed on a circuit

board of a micro-processor to see if that one particular item is

functioning properly.

The need for testing is due to the variable nature of any process.

One situation where this variability is encountered is during an

operation; manufacturing steps usually produce some defective parts.

The probability of producing a defect at an operation can either be

constant or it can fluctuate. The probability of producing a defect

is never truly constant but one can assume it is constant if they

are willing to determine that the variance from the mean value is

negligible. If this variance is small then the assumption of constant

defect rates should not cause any inaccuracies in analyzing the system.

If the variance is not small then one would assume that the defect

rate is not constant. The classification of the probability of

producing defects at an operation between constant or fluctuating

affects the way one determines which items are to be selected for

testing at an inspection station.

There are two basic methods for determining which items are to be

tested for conformance to specifications. They are acceptance

sampling and screening or 100% inspection (Grant and Leavenworth,1980).

Acceptance sampling is usually used when the defect rate of an opera-

tion's output may be fluctuating and you want to inspect some of

these items to determine how large the fluctuation is. Acceptance

sampling is the most economical way to maintain a certain level of

defect free output in this situation. Sampling methods can result in
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strict control of defect rates when the amount of output from an

operation is large (Duncan, 1974). As the amount of output grows

the probability of allowing defects to pass approaches a constant

due to the law of large numbers (Brunk, 1975). Modern statistical

sampling methods use this law and other related theorems in numerous

applications to control output quality levels. (For more information

on acceptance sampling see references by A. J. Duncan and E. I. Grant

and R. S. Leavenworth).

Screening or 100% inspection is the case where every item of out-

put is evaluated for quality. This type of inspection can be found

when the output variability is constant or fluctuating. Screening

inspection may be used in conjunction with acceptance sampling. The

procedure consists of inspecting 100% of the items of a lot which has

been rejected by acceptance sampling methods. This is called

rectifying inspection and allows for tight control of product quality.

Screening can also be used in place of acceptance sampling. This

procedure is not as economical as acceptance sampling and does not

necessarily lead to higher levels of quality (Grant & Leavenworth,

1980).

The situation where screening is most commonly used is where the

variability is assumed constant and the optimal location of 100%

inspection within the process is determined by numeric analysis. This

situation is commonly found in the models that have been developed for

sequential process quality control. This situation will be discussed

further in later sections.
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In some instances 100% inspection is necessary to achieve a defect

rate which cannot be met by using acceptance sampling. One situation

where this is the case is when the production run size is not large and

the long range control allowed by a large amount of output cannot be

met. Lindsay and Bishop (1964) also describe situations where present

or in-house technology is not sufficient to meet the requirements of

the product with high probability. In this case 100% inspection is

necessary so that only the products that meet the specifications are

released. Another situation also presented in this paper is where

subsequent machining costs after inspection are high and screening

will eliminate the undue costs of manufacturing defective items which

may later on be scrapped. In most of the work pertaining to this

paper 100% inspection has been used exclusively because of the cost

structure of the models that have been developed.

In most acceptance sampling plans the assumption of perfect

inspector accuracy is made. This implies that all rejected parts are

in fact defective and all accepted parts do not have defects. How-

ever, this often times is not the case, even under ideal conditions

experienced inspectors may have error rates higher than 25%

(Jacobson, 1952). The control of and adaptation for inspection errors

is an integral part of statistical control. The probability of in-

spection errors must be taken into account when determining the loca-

tion of screening effort and in the development of acceptance sampling

plans. Kenneth E. Case (et al) has worked extensively in incorporat-

ing inspection error into the design of acceptance sampling plans and

and its substantial effects on average outgoing quality level. His
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work is extremely important because of the importance inspection

accuracy has on inspection plans.

Juran (1974) classifies three areas of error in inspection tasks.

i) Technique errors due to lack of ability or insufficient

training

ii) Inadvertant errors caused by imperfect inspectors

iii) Errors that are intentionally made.

Technique errors are caused by inspectors for which at the

present level of training or ability cannot do the inspection task

without some error. An inspector certification program can often be

used to reduce these errors. This program will train inspectors and

make sure proper methods are used. Inspectors ability may be

hampered by natural aptitude or a physical problem such as color

blindness. In this case evaluation of the situation and corrective

action may remedy the problem.

Inadvertant inspection errors are made by inspectors who think

they are doing the right thing but are in fact in error. They have

no intention of making an error but due to human fallability perfection

cannot be achieved. To combat this problem a number of measures can

be taken. These usually are some means of re-inspecting or a way of

fool-proofing the inspection task (Juran, 1974). Automation can also

be used in this area to reduce inadvertant errors.

Intentional errors are made by inspectors that know they are

making mistakes and plan to continue doing so. These may be initiated

by the actions of management or by the inspector. If management makes

no move to rectify a defect producing problem in production then an
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inspector may get disillusioned and pass defective items. On the other

hand, added work due to a decision to reject a lot may cause an

inspector's decision on rejection or acceptance of a single item to be

somewhat biased. The solutions to these types of problems cannot be

generalized but must be tailored to fit each situation.

Inspection errors can be classified as either type I or type II.

In general, type I error is when you reject the hypothesis given that

it is true.
1

This error is commonly denoted by alpha. When the

hypothesis is false and is accepted this is known as a type II error,

often times denoted by beta. Alpha and beta are the probabilities

associated with making that type of error. These conditional probabil-

ities can apply to the inspection of a single item as well as classify-

ing inspection accuracy and are important for controlling inspection

error in acceptance sampling as well as screening inspection.

A type I inspection error would be one where the inspector rejects

an item that is not defective. A type II inspection error is one where

the inspector fails to reject a defective item. These errors remove

good items from the process and allow defective ones to remain in the

process or exit as defective products sent to customers.

1. A hypothesis is a statement made about a population parameter.
The test of this hypothesis, the null hypothesis, is made against
some alternative (see Brunk, 1975).
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III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Ina. General

The economic design and the economic evaluation of in-process

quality control procedures has resulted in numerous papers by a

variety of researchers. Because of the diverse nature of production

processes the formulation of a model describing these processes cannot

be generalized for all cases. In the previous chapter different

aspects of production processes and inspection methods were discussed.

When modelling a process certain basic information about how the

process operates can be described by considering the following condi-

tions which were discussed in Chapter 2.

1) Process structure

i) serial

ii) nonserial

2) Material flow

i) unit

ii) non-unit

3) Process variability

i) constant

ii) fluctuating

4) Inspection methods

i) screening

ii) sampling

5) Inspection accuracy

i) perfect
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ii) imperfect

6) Testing Methods

i) functional

ii) feature

7) Treatment of defects

i) replace

ii) not replace (scrap)

These seven categories of interest along with the divisions in

each category can be combined in a number of different ways to form

processes each with its own distinct characteristics. Following are

descriptions of the work by some of the researchers in the field of

optimal allocation of inspection effort for sequential processes.

The above characteristics, which form processes of different types,

will be referred to in this section to describe the types of processes

that were formulated.

The early research in this field consisted of work which primarily

involved the design of optimal acceptance sampling plans. This

included the work by Hald (1960) and Guthrie and Johns (1959). Both

of these researchers considered the problem of how to optimally de-

sign acceptance sampling inspection plans. These plans considered the

cost of inspecting and the prior probability distribution of defective

items at any one inspection location but did not consider more than

one inspection station at a time. Neeremans (1962) used the work by

Hald and others to determine an optimal in-process sampling plan which

minimized total sampling and defect costs. The early work done in

this field was incomplete in that it did not incorporate the fact that
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inspection at one location affected costs and the amount of defective

items at another location. Hence savings at one location could be made

only at the expense of another location's higher costs.

Beightler and Mitten (1964) and Lindsay and Bishop (1964) were

the first published researchers to consider the inter-relation between

operations in developing a method for determining the optimal location

of inspection effort within the process. Beightler and Mitten (1964)

described and analyzed the interacting effects between sequential

quality control stations in a serial process where inspector accuracy

was assumed to be perfect. They then went on to solve for an optimal

sequence of sampling plans to minimize costs. They proposed two

solution methods, one used a gradient method and the other dynamic

programming techniques.

Lindsay and Bishop (1964) presented a case where the location of

inspection and the percent of material to be inspected were variables

in the dynamic programming formulation. In this work they showed that

the cost function would be minimized by an extreme point solution.

This greatly reduced the solution space compared to the set of all

possible solutions contained in the continuous set between extreme

points. Another important aspect of Lindsay and Bishop's work was

that their solution technique allowed rapid desk top calculations;

there was no need for large computing equipment to solve problems

using their model. Lindsay and Bishop were essentially pioneers in

this field in that they were one of the first to consider the problem

and they proved that the extreme point solution was optimal. Their

work was the basis for extensive further research by other researchers.
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Lindsay and Bishop's work dealt with a serial production sequence

with the assumption of perfect inspection accuracy. A large portion

of the work done has been in this general category even though the

assumption of perfect inspection is not a good one. The reason the

assumption is made however is because the problem is much easier to

analyze and solve. Others researching this area were White (1966,

1969), Lindsay (1967), Trippi (1974, 1975), Pruzan and Jackson (1967).

White (1966) analyzed the same problem as Lindsay and Bishop and

confirmed their results of extreme point solutions with a much more

extensive proof. White (1969) and Trippi (1974) formulated the

problem so that it was in the form of a network of size L which allowed

them to use solution techniques which took advantage of this structure.

In White's formulation an arc length, c(m,n), was defined as the ex-

pected cost of deciding to inspect at the nth node, n = 2,...,L, when

the last inspection was at the mth node, m = 1,...,L - 1, and m < n.

The expected total cost of inspection at the nth node was the cost

of processing items and the repair of defects up until the nth node.

In this formulation the solution space was comprised of extreme point

solutions so the optimal allocation of inspection effort was found by

finding the shortest route through the L node network and inspecting

100 percent of the items at the nodes designated by the solution.

White's paper contained two formulations of the problem. One

formulation had the amount of inspection effort limitless, the other

had a constraint on the number of available inspectors. The second

formulation was basically identical to the first but the search was

limited to the set of solutions meeting the constraint on the number
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of inspectors. This added dimension is useful in situations where

the number of inspectors is limited.

White classified the defective items that were produced at an

operation as either repairable or non-repairable. This added flexibi-

lity to the model so that user's were not restricted by their treatment

of defective items. Trippi (1974) took this idea one step further

and considered the situation where either repairable or non-repairable

items or both are produced at an operation. Where a repairable item

was defined as having no non-repairable defects and a non-repairable

item as having at least one non-repairable defect. The solution

technique was basically the same as White's except the formulation

needed to include the cost of repairing items and had to keep track of

the number of good items still in the system. This added feature

assisted in modelling many real life situations.

Trippi (1975) in a short paper formulated the inspection alloca-

tion problem in a particular form and then showed this form to be

identical to a warehouse location problem. The formulation he uses

is basically the same as the formulation in Trippi (1974) with only

slight modifications. This formulation seeks to locate inspection

effort within the production system to minimize total quality costs,

just as the warehouse problem seeks an assignment of customers to

warehouses to minimize the costs of distribution.

Pruzan and Jackson (1967) formulated the problem so that a

dynamic programming could be used as a solution method. Their approach

was to consider a serial production process containing L + 1 opera-

tions with corresponding inspection stations where defective items
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are screened with 100 percent accuracy and removed from the system.

The new feature in their work was that the location of an inspection

station was determined by considering where the last inspection took

place and the number of items that left that station. This would

allow situations, in which the probability of producing a defective

part at an operation is fluctuating, to be optimally controlled for

quality. The formulation leads to an adaptive approach to localizing

inspection efforts. This implies the location of inspection is not

constant for the optimal solution but will vary over time. A situa-

tion where on line computers are available (such as micro-processors)

would fit this model nicely, allowing rapid calculation of where the

next inspection should be given the present output. One of the draw-

backs, however, is that inspection personnel must be mobile so that

they can move to the designated site where inspection is to take

place.

Lindsay (1967) developed a model which considered an item in a

production sequence which could acquire any one or all of m possible

defects. In the problem Lindsay considered he assumed that inspection

accuracy was perfect and the defective items were removed from the

process. The optimal solution found by dynamic programming, showed

not only the location of inspection effort but also which one of the

m defects to inspect for. Also if more than one defect is to be in

spected for the order of importance was also specified.

In the papers described above the assumption of perfect inspection

accuracy reduced the complexity of modelling the process. When per-

fect inspection takes place at an inspection station all of the items
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leaving that station are non-defective so the analyst needs only to

take account of the last inspection location in his model when con-

sidering where the next inspection should be. The more realistic

case, however, is the situation where inspection accuracy is not

flawless; there are very few situations where inspection accuracy is

perfect (see Case et al, Juran). The assumption of imperfect inspec-

tion increases the problem complexity because the entire past history

of an item must be accounted for in the model.

Hurst (1973) and Eppen and Hurst (1974) analyzed this problem and

developed procedures for considering the effects of imperfect inspec-

tion in a sequential production process. Hurst (1973), using a

binomial distribution for describing the processing and inspection

probabilities, showed that the conditional probabilistic flow of

items through the process could be found using Bayes' rule. Using

this information the probabilistic nature of items in a process were

explicitely defined but no solution procedure was given. Eppen and

Hurst (1974) used Hurst's preliminary work to develop a suitable

solution technique for imperfect inspection situations. The optimal

inspection plan for the n stage process could be found by comparing

the out-going quality level at each station to a critical value of p,

the percent defective. The decision to inspect or not inspect 100

percent of the items was based on this comparison. It was shown,

however, in certain cases where this critical value may be comprised

of two or more points; so the critical region for one particular

station may be multiple.
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Britney (1972) considered the problem of optimal inspection

location for the nonserial production sequence. In this paper

Britney proves the extreme point solution for a model with a quasi-

concave cost structure, under the assumption of perfect inspection

accuracy and where defects are replaced back into the system is

optimal. The quasi-concave cost structure is a function of the

decision vector, F = (fl, f2,... fn-1)* The decision vector is a

vector of zero-one variables, fi, denoting inspect or not inspect at

the ith inspection station. This is because of the concave function

determining an extreme point solution.

Britney uses transition matrixes and describes the process in

terms of a Markov chain with a single absorption state, the state of

being non-repairable. The use of transition matrixes fits well into

the context of the problem and is useful for describing and determin-

ing the probabilities of material being in different states within

the process. However, the assumption that the process has the

Markovian property is not realistic. This property states that the

conditional probability of any future event, given any past event and

the present state of the process and some transition probability

(Hiller& Lieberman, 1967).

In order to make this assumption one must say that all previous

inspection and processing up to a particular stage has no effect.

The interaction between operations and the accumulation of defects

between operations is what prompted research in this area in the

first place and to say that there is no effect is erroneous. I feel

that the Markovian assumption in this paper is not valid, however in
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the use of the transition probabilities for determining the probability

of defective material flow the Markovian property is not a necessary

condition, so there is nothing inherently wrong with this approach.

The solution procedure for Britney's formulation minimizes the

total cost function with respect to the decision vector. The non-

linear, zero-one integer programming problem is solved using a branch

and bound type algorithm which yields a fairly efficient solution

procedure. The solution for some sample problems was affected by the

amount of defective material added at any one particular stage due to

defective processing. Consequently the input quality and the probabi-

lity of producing defectives at any one stage should be determined

accurately so the solution will yield accurate results.

IIIb. Summary of Yum-McDowell Paper

The assumption of perfect inspection accuracy is made by numerous

researchers but is not very realistic. The effect of inspection

inaccuracies is commonly found and can greatly affect the outgoing

quality level and should be considered (Case et al, 1975). The work

by Yum and McDowell (1980) analyzes the situation of a nonserial

process under the assumption of imperfect inspection accuracy and

with the replacement of defects. This paper is the basis for the

approximation technique to be developed later and will be analyzed

in depth. Following is the background and the development for this

model, the approximation will be a direct result of this work.

Consider a nonserial production process comprised of n nodes.

Where a node is defined as an operation and an immediate following
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potential inspection station (see Figure 3-1).

0
operation i inspection

station i

Figure 3-1. A node in a nonserial process.

An operation will be defined as any manufacturing step where labor or

machining effort is applied to an item or an operation can be a raw

material or component supplier to the system. The first m nodes of

the system will be defined as these suppliers. In this case the

first m potential inspection stations can then be thought of as in-

coming parts inspection. These pseudo-operations' will have slightly

different properties but can be treated the same as other operations.

The nonserial process can be described as a network of intercon-

nected nodes where the number of nodes determines its size. A non-

serial process will be categorized by a product flow where the

material from the ith node can move to the jth node. Where j can

equal one or all of the remaining n-i, j = i+1, i+2,..., n, values

(see Figure 3-2). Note that the flow of material can only go to a

higher ordered node. This implies there is no cyclic flow of materi-

al.
2

2. If a previous step must be repeated, the addition of a node
which contains this previous operation can be added to the
process after the present stage. This will allow for the

needed step and will fit the described design.
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2 2

Figure 3-2. A 10 node nonserial production process. With corresponding

Tiff's and Tji's.

10
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An inspection policy for this system can then be determined

byanorderedn-tuple,d.Wherethejthelement,d.J is the fraction

of the items moving through the inspection station that will be

randomly selected for testing. Note that the type of testing will be

a functional test of the item and that the item will be classified

as defective if it has at least one defective component or has a

defect as a result of processing. Each element of d is contained

in the closed interval (0, 1).

Consider the following assumptions with regard to costs, inspec-

tion and material flow.

1.. If a unit is rejected during testing it is either replaced

by a non-defective unit or is immediately repaired. In

either case the number of units leaving any particular node

will not be affected by the level of inspection, dj. The

nonunit material flow rates between nodes can then be

represented by:

...=the number of units that must be supplied to

operation j from Inspection station i in order

to produce one unit of final product, i j

T.. = the number of units that must be supplied to the

jth inspection station from the jth operation

in order to produce one unit of final product.

Note that,

n
T
jj

= T
jk

3= n

k =j +l

which is a direct result of the replacement of rejected items.
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..
n
ij

=
T
ij / - the number of units that must be supplied

Tjj

from operation i to operation j in order

to produce one unit of output at opera-

tion j, nij= 0,1,2,... , i < j and

nij = 0 , i > j.

2. Each potential inspection station may be characterized with

regard to inspection accuracy and costs by the following known

constants:

a. = the probability a non-defective unit will be rejected

at the jth station.

sj = the probability a defective unit will be accepted at

the jth station.

R. = the cost of repairing or replacing a unit rejected at

the jth station and placing it back in the system. This

cost is incurred whether or not the rejected unit is

defective and is independent of the number of defects

found in the unit.

ij = the per unit cost of inspection at the jth station.

3. The cost of shipping a defective item,the external failure

costs, will be approximated by C, the per unit cost.

4. To determine the frequency at which defects occur at each

node the following variables must be defined for each value

of j:

pi = the probability a unit leaving the jth operation is

defective.
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x. = the probability a unit leaving the jth inspection

station is defective.

E. = the probability a supplied component or raw material

is defective for j < m; the probability a unit incurs

a defect due to processing at the jth operation j > m.

The probability a unit leaving the operation is defective pi,

can be described as:

pi = 1 - P [not defective]

where,

P [not defective] = P [non-defective processing and none of

the supplied components were defective]

j-1 n,..

= (1 -c.) 11 (1A.) Is]

i=1

(c.

j

j M

j-1 n;;
P =

1(1c.) (1Xi) Id j > m (1)

i1

The probability a unit of output from an inspection station is

defective, X, can be described as:

xj = P [a unit is defective and is not inspected or it is de-

fective and inspected and classified as not defective]

The event inspect and not inspect are disjoint so, xi, can be re-

written as:

xj = P [a unit is defective and not inspected]

+ P [unit is defective and inspected and not rejected]

A = p.(1-d.) + pd.J .

J J J J J
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rj = di

X. = p.(1-rd)
J JJ Vi

(2)

The probability an item is rejected at the jth inspection

station is defined as:

P [an item is defective and it is inspected and it is rejected

or an item is non-defective and it is inspected and it is

rejected)

Because the events being defective or non-defective are disjoint

this can be written as:

P [defective and inspected and reject]

+ P [non-defective and inspected and rejected] = P[rejection]

p.JdJ (1-aJ-13J ) ajdj di (3)
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The total quality control costs can be expressed as the sum

of the inspection costs, the internal repair or replacement costs and

the cost of external failure. The model for optimally allocating

inspection effort can be written as:

n n

min Z (d) = E T..I.d. + E T..R.d.(p.(1-a )

d j=1 JJJJ j=1 JJJJJ aj/ AnC

Subject to,

0 < d. < 1

J

Where,

X.
J

= 0.(1-r.J d.J )

Vi

V

(5a)

(5b)

(4)
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P. = j-1 n44

1-(1-E4) n (1-
i =l

<m

> m (5c)
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Note that the costs of manufacturing at any one particular opera-

tion are not included in this model. This is because these costs are

constant due to the assumption that rejected items are replaced, so

the number of items moving through the system does not change. Also,

the external failure costs are assumed to be a linear function of

the outgoing quality level, A . Thus C does not change as a result

of a change in An.

Equation (4) is a nonlinear (concave) function of the ordered

n-tuple, d. In their paper Yum and McDowell go on to prove the extreme

point solution is optimal by an extension of a proof of univariate

concavity. This allows equation (5a) to be replaced by:

d. = 0,1 V

indicating the extreme point solution; where the optimal policy

involves inspection of zero or 100 percent of the items at an

inspection station. The solution procedure used by Yum and McDowell

is Glover's algorithm, a branch and bound, zero-one integer program-

ming algorithm (Glover, 1965). This algorithm proved to be quite

time consuming as the size of the network grew larger than 15 nodes.

The computation time can be approximated by the exponential function,

n

e . Where n is the size or the number of nodes in a network. Using

this approximation to predict computation time it is easy to see

that the computational effort for the algorithm increases rapidly
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as a function of n. Other algorithms were tried to see if there was

some deficiency in Glover's algorithm but Glover's proved to be the

fastest computationally.
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The -model

minn Z(d) =

Subject to,

th = 0,1

where,

X.
J

= p.J

P- =

IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

developed by Turn and McDowell,

n

Cp(1 a4J ) + 1nC
j1

T
JJ J

d.r
j
.R

j
dj

j -C4j-j/)

j = 1,...,n

(1-r.Jd.J ) j = 1,...,n

< 111

j-1 n..

1-0 . ) n (1 -4-) 13 j > M

(6)

(7)

(8a)

(8b)

i=1

has a nonlinear objective function of the decision vector, d = (d1,

d2,...,dn). To approximate this model the nonlinear objective func-

tion and the defining equations of and pj will be altered so that

they are linear functions of d. This will be accomplished by using a

Maclaurin series expansion of one nonlinear term and the redefinition

of another nonlinear factor so that all nonlinear terms are removed

from the model. What will remain is a linear function with a new

variable and some constraints added to the Yum - McDowell model,

The nonlinear terms found in the model are the product, p.d

and the pj termed defined as:

j-1
n..

. If O -a)
f=1

j
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The approach that will be taken is to expand the pj term using series

expansion and re-write it as a sum of terms. Then p.J d.
J
will be re-

placed by a new variable, t., subject to constraints that will

determine its value to be exactly the same as the value of pJ .dJ..

These modifications will yield the linear approximation to the Yum-

McDowell model.

The Maclaurin series exapnsion of a function, f(x) is:

f(x) = f(0) + f'(0) f"(0) y2 f"'(0) x3
I! 2! 3!

In order to use the expansion one must assume or know that f(x) and

all of its derivatives exist at X=0. The series expansion can also

be written in another form as:

f(x) = f(0) + f'(0)X f--(0)X
2

f---(X*)X
3

1! 2! 3!

where,

and

Let,

0 < X* < X

f"-(X*)X
3 f"-(0)X3 f--(0)X4

+
3! 3! 4!

j-1 n..

fj (X) = fj (A , A ,...,A. ) = II (1-A.)
lj

j m (9)
1 2 1

i=1
1

SincefJ .W
.3isanalyticforx.( J

[0,1], the derivitives of f.(x) exist

and the function can then be expanded as:

2

f.(x) = f.(0) + x vf (0) + fj(*)X (10)
J J

2!

where,
7
2
f;( .x *) is the hessian matrix of second derivitives.
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and

X* = SX

ro
o

0

0

Note that,

i) f.(0)
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0 < S < 1

x LX1' X2' '"' xj-11

j-1 n4.

= (1-0) 13 = 1

i=1

ii) 6f.(A)
j n.4-1 j-1

n(-1) (1-Ai) 1J (1-x,)

n

ij

kj

6X. kII 1

k#i

then,

vf.(0) =
J

from ii,

ni.

- n2 .

- n4_1

L_

iii) a . vf.(0) = [xl,A2, ...,Aj_i]
J

- n2

L

= xinij x2n2j
j

-x n-j
1

j-1

=

i1
- Ain

ij
=
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From i and iii equation (10) can be written as:

j-1
f.(x) = 1- A.n. R (x)
J .

1=1
1 lj

where,

2

f.(A*)x

The R (A) term contains the dot product of A A' where A is a

vector containing the probabilities that an item is defective when

it exits from the jth inspection, Ai. Since Ai is a probability it

must be a positive value less than one and seeing it is the probabi-

lity of allowing defective items out of an inspection station it

should be much closer to zero than it is to one because most pro-

cesses produce far fewer defective items than non-defective. The

elements of the hessian matrix, 77 f.(A*), are also contained in the

interval 0,1. The product of the elements of the hessian matrix with

the square of the small A terms should then produce very small values

which will assumed to be negligible. This implies that the R (A) term

can be dropped from the function, fi(A). This new function, fi(x),

will be smaller than fi(x), but the above argument implies that

f.(A)shouldbereasonablyclosetothetruevalue,f.(x). How close
J

the f.(x) approximates the true value will depend on the elements of
J

A. If the A.'s are small the approximation will be good. If they

are large the R (A) term will be large so the approximation will be

poor.
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The above discussion is not meant to be a proof of any sort but

only an argument as to why the R (A) term is dropped. In later sec-

tions the effect of the size of A. on the approximation model will be

studied. This should add some substantiation to the above argument.

When the R (A) term is dropped from f.(x) it yields the approxi-

mation:

j-1

i.(A) = 1- x.n.. j> m (12)
J i=1 "3

Equation 3b can then be written as:

aj = j-1

1- c.)[1-

iE 1 1

X.n..]
= 13

which reduces to:

e.

= j-1
e. + E

i=1

(1-e.)n..A.
J IJ

j < m

j > m

j <.m

j > m
(13)

The pj term has been replaced by the fij term which is a linear

function of Aj. Now consider the pidi term that is found in both the

objective function and the definition of A.. Because d. is a binary

variable the value of the product, p
J J
A. will be equal to pi or zero.

This term can be replaced by tj.

Let,

t. = p. d.
j J
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subject to the constraints,

i) 0 < t. < d.
J J

ii) 0 < p. - t < 1-d.
j J

Note that these two constraints hold tj to have a value of zero when

dj is zero and a value of pi when dj is equal to one. By replacing the

pidi term in equation 3a, xi can be written as:

A A

A= p. - r.t.
J J

rjtj
Vj

(14)

Also the p.J d.
J

found in the second term of the objective function can

be replaced by tj.

Using the above substitutions and the necessary equations to

constrain the value of t.
J

the nonlinear model developed by Yum-

McDowell can be approximated by a linear, mixed integer programming

problem. The approximation follows from the above substitutions of

the nonlinear terms and can be written as:

Min Z (d) = T..I.d. +
j j

T..R..d. + (1-a. -)t) + A C (15)

d j=1 JJ j=1 JJ
j n

subject to

A = p. - r.t.
J J

rjtj

E.
j

)

of = j-1

+ 7 (1 E
j

) n
ij

x
i

J

. ,_,

1\ i=1

-

bj

j < m

j > m

(16a)

(16b)
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t. < d.
J J

Oj - tj <

tj

t.J > 0

O. - t.
J

> 0

> 0

A.
J

> 0

d. = 0,1

1 - di

7 j

j

uJ

Vj

dj

(16c)

(16d)

(16e)

(16f)

(16g)

(16h)

(16i)

(16j)

The important component of the approximation and possibly the

determining factor on how well the model will approximate the optimal

solution is the n
ij

A
i
term in the calculation of 04. In the Yum-Mc-

n

D owellmodeltheptermcontainedthefactor(1-A.)ij . The

niixi in the approximation will cause the calculation of of to re-

sult in a somewhat higher value than for the Yum-McDowell model. If

the nij is large then the of value will be substantially larger and

could cause inaccuracies in determining where inspection is to take

place. In the analysis of the approximation procedure this problem

will be addressed to see how great the effect of this term is.

One other important feature of the approximation procedure is

that for a serial sequence with unit flow the resulting solution is

an exact solution and not an approximation. In this case the input

needed from node i to produce one unit at node j, nii, is one.



For the Yum-McDowell model the p. term is:

pj = 1 - [(1-e.) (1 - x)
1

]

= e. + X. - e.A.
J 1

j >m

For the approximation procedure the probability an item leaving

the operation is defective is:

0i = ci + (1 - ci) (1) xi

= e.
J

+ X.
J

- c.X.
J 1

>m
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The result is 54 = pi so the approximation procedure will yield the

exact solution. This is in itself an important feature of the

approximation; it yields an efficient, easy to use solution technique

for serial systems with unit flow.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Va. Description of Analysis

The purpose of the approximation procedure is to find a more

efficient method for solving the problem of where to inspect in a

production sequence. This efficiency should be apparent in improved

solution times for the problems. Note however that the improvement

in computation times should not be realized at the cost of solutions

which are far from the optimal solution. The ideal situation would

be when there is a large reduction in computation time and only a

small difference between the approximate solution and the optimal

solution. To see if this situation does in fact exist the approxi-

mation procedure will be tested on a variety of problems. In this

context problems refer to production sequences which have material

flow and some product output.

The analysis of the approximation procedure will be divided into

two parts. The first section of the analysis will be comprised of

analytical procedures which will determine the solution accuracy and

the computational efficiency of the approximation. Comparisons will

be made between the approximation and the optimal procedure to see

if the ideal situation mentioned previously is met. This part of the

analysis is contained in this chapter. The next chapter will delve

into the reasons why the ideal situation was not met (if in fact it

wasn't) and some discussion as to how it might be reached. In other

words this chapter will be a critique of the approximation procedure.

This analysis will involve some analytical procedures and some
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modifications to the model which may yield more accurate solutions.

Vb. Problem Generation and Solution Procedures

In order to make the comparisons and analyze the capabilities

of the approximation a set of test problems are needed. Due to the

difficulties of obtaining real data for a large number of production

sequences this data set will be generated randomly. A total of 38

distinct problems were generated for testing purposes. These 38

problems were distinct in terms of problem parameters and the flow

rate matrix of Tiils. However there were many situations where the

structure of the problem and the size, the number of nodes, was

replicated. This could not be avoided when working with serial

structures.

The parameters associated with each problem are the probabilities

and costs which affect the flow of material at each node and conse-

quently outgoing quality of the output. The parameters which need to

be given values for each problem are:

Ej = P [a defective item is produced] j = n

aj = Type I inspection error j = n

= Type II inspection error j = n

Ij = Inspection costs j = n

R. = Repair costs j = n

C = External failure costs

The problem parameters and costs were generated by a Fortran program.

This program, "Gener", is in Appendix A-1. The program generated the

costs and parameters according to the following distributions or
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functions of random variables which have the specified probability

distribution:

e -4 Normal (i 1= .05, a = .02)

Normal (1= .04, c = .015)

Normal (j1= .05, 1 = .018)

Tj Lognormal (1= .45, a = 1.05)

The repair costs for a node are functions of the cumulative manu-

facturing costs and the specific manufacturing cost at that node.

The manufacturing cost for any node included all the machining, labor

and indirect material costs for processing one item. The manufactur-

ing costs are defined to be:

m.
3

Lognormal (1= 1.75, a = .55) j = n

The jth cumulative manufacturing cost is the cost of producing one

unit of output at the jth node. This cost includes the jth manufac-

turing cost plus the cost of the direct materials used to produce

this one unit. The direct materials come from any one of the previous

j - 1 nodes and by definition the cost of a unit from the ith node

is the cumulative manufacturing cost for the ith node. The amount

of material needed at node j to produce one unit of output at node

j is defined to be nij = Tiirrij, so the jth cumulative manufacturing

cost is:

j-1

CM. = E

1 1.3

n.. CM. + m.
j 1 J

This value is a function of m. which was defined to be lognormal

(1.75, .55). The repair costs are:

R.
3
= CM. * Uniform (.25, 1)
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a function of the cumulative manufacturing cost. The uniform random

number is used to allow the repair cost to fluctuate over a given

range. The external failure cost is:

C CM * n

where n is the problem size.

These specific distributions were chosen because they gave the

most reasonable values for the different parameters. The normal

distribution is a symmetric distribution and produces values around

the mean. This results in the aj, aj and Ej values being tightly

grouped around the mean value. The lognormal distribution was used

for just the opposite reason. The lognormal is a skewed distribution;

skewed to the right. It allows a wider range of values to be produced

but the values tend to spread farther from the mean to the right and

remain close to the mean to the left. This distribution produced

values for Ij and Rj which generally were near the mean value but

occasionally produced large values. These large values were needed

to accurately generate the inspection and repair costs.

The structure of a problem refers to the relative position of

the nodes in the production sequence. Three general structures were

used for the test problems. These are serial, converging and random

structures. Serial structures were defined in Chapter 2 as being

sequences in which the material flow leaving the ith node goes into

the i + 1st node only. There were a total of eight serial structure

problems generated; four of size seven node and four of size ten node.

The converging and random structures are both nonserial structures

as defined in Chapter 2. However the converging design is a specific
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type of nonserial problem. There were a total of eight converging

structure problems, four of each size; seven node and ten node. The

specific design of the structure for these two sizes is shown in

Figure 5-1.

(a) seven node (b) ten node

Figure 5-1. The converging structures for the 24 test problems.

The random nonserial problems were of the form shown in Figure 2-2,

a typical production sequence. The approximation model was designed

to solve this type of sequence and hence more problems of this type

were solved. There were three, six node problems; five, seven node

problems; one, nine node problem; seven, ten node problems, four,

thirteen node problems; one, twenty node problem and one
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twenty-two node problem of the random nonserial type structure

which were generated.

All of these structures can be described in terms of the rate

matrix. The elements of the rate matrix are the T
ij

's; the amount

of material flow needed from node i to node j to yield one unit of

final output. The rate matrix is a triangular matrix where all of

the Tij = 0 for all i < j. This eliminates the possibility of back-

ward loops in the process. The rate matrix specifically defines each

structure because the location of positive Tij's reflect the relative

position of nodes in the process. A positive (i,j) th element in the

matrix denotes a material flow from node i to node j. The integer

value of this element specifies the amount of material flow. By

analyzing this n x n rate matrix the production process could be

drawn graphically as a network of interconnected nodes using the

positive Tij's as denoting the arcs between nodes.

To generate the rate matrix a random number generator is used

to determine for a particular node which previous nodes will have

material flow into it. This will determine the structure of the

sequence. Next the amount of material flow is needed to be determined.

Again a random number generator is used to determine a value of nij...

For all production sequences the final output is equal to one unit.

Withavalueofningenerated the amount of material entering the

last node can be determined when the output value is one. The amount

of material entering a node from a previous node is defined as T...

So Tij also defines the material entering into the last node. By

definition n
ij

= T..13 /T.

Ji
so the value of T with a newly generated
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nij will allow Tij to be defined. By randomly generating nij s and

working backwards through the structure the rate matrix can be random-

ly generated. There were some situations where the randomly generated

problems did not seem realistic. In these cases the production se-

quence structure and/or Tij's were altered to conform to some notion

of what a process should look like. This added some degree of bias

in the problem but nothing which should cause difficulties.

One other problem parameter which was defined earlier but needs

further explanation is the external failure cost. The external fail

ure cost was set at two different levels for the problems. The

lower level was just equal to the cumulative manufacturing cost for node

n and the high level was set equal to five times the low level. For

the test problems half of them were set at the low level of external

failure costs and the other half at the high level. The level of

external failure cost for a problem was not determined arbitrarily.

The two levels of external failure costs were evenly divided within

a group. For example, the group of four, seven node serial problems,

two were set at the low level external failure cost and two were set

at high level. This apportioning of the two levels of external

failure costs, type of structure and problem size created distinct

sets of problems with particular characteristics. These groupings

were devised for a particular type of analysis. This analysis will

be discussed in later sections and the purpose of the groupings will

be further defined.

The problems that were generated each had distinct sets of

values for the costs and probabilities,there were no repetitions of
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particular sequences of these parameters. Also each of the rate

matrixes were distinct as to the values of T
ij

's but there were

of course repetitions of the structures, serial and converging. What

then was generated were 38 problems which could be classified into

different types of problem groupings. The groupings were the problem

size, the structure and the level of external failure cost. These

particular groupings will be used for analysis and comparison of the

results. Figure 5-2 shows a typical problem. This includes the

listing of the problem costs and probabilities and the rate matrix.

Also is shown the graphical representation of the problem as a net-

work of interconnected nodes with the T
ij

's located on the arcs.

Two solution procedures are needed for testing purposes. The

solution technique which is used to obtain the optimal procedure is

based on an algorithm developed by F. Glover (1965). The approxima-

tion procedure uses a combination of linear programming and a branch

and bound type enumeration scheme.

Glover's algorithm is developed for solving zero-one integer

programming problems. This enumeration scheme is dependent on the

form of the objective function but is capable of solving linear or

nonlinear problems. This algorithm implicitely enumerates all 2n

possible zero-one solution vectors. This is accomplished by proper

fathoming procedures which allow branches to be "pruned" without

explicitely checking all possible solutions on that branch. This is

accomplished by forward and backward moves along the different

branches. Glover's algorithm was chosen because of its computational

efficiency over other algorithms.
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Number of nodes: 7 External failure cost: 760.22

Number of sources: 4

I Beta Alpha Epsilon
Inspection

cost Repair cost

1 .07 .04 .05 1.23 2.84
2 .06 .07 .05 2.10 3.38
3 .01 .05 .06 .90 8.33
4 .02 .07 .04 .68 13.10
5 .06 .04 .05 1.21 10.18
6 .04 .06 .03 .47 261.48
7 .03 .09 .04 1.12 511.63

57

Rate Matrix of T1,3..'s

0 27 23 0 0 7

58 0 23 20 15 0

99 0 0 9 0

23 0 23 0

10 5 5

1 1

1

Figure 5-2. A typical test problem; with randomly generated
probabilities and costs, and the rate matrix.
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Glover's algorithm was used by Yum and McDowell in their solu-

tion of the inspection location problem. The algorithm was the basis

for a Fortran computer program. This program was developed by Yum

(1976) and will be used for finding the optimal solution for the test

problems. This program is found in Appendix A-3. A sample output is

found in Appendix A-4.

The linear approximation was developed so it could take advantage

of solution procedures designed for integer-linear programming prob-

lems. The solution to a linear programming problem will always be an

extreme point solution (Simmons, 1972). This allows solution proce-

dures to be designed which look for extreme point solutions only,

eliminating alT other non-extreme point solutions. These procedures

are much faster compared to nonlinear solution methods due to the

reduced size of the solution space.

The approximation technique was formulated as a mixed-integer

linear programming problem. The fact that the solution must contain

integer values removes some of the advantages of the linear objective

function. This is because the extreme point solution may not neces-

sarily be an integer solution. This however does not mean the linear

nature is of no use. To solve this type of problem two steps are

needed. The first step is to find an extreme point solution which

is optimal but not necessarily an integer solution. The second step

is to use a branch and bound type algorithm which finds an integer

solution which is optimal.

The procedure as described above is available as a subsystem

on the MPOS (multi-purpose optimization system) package developed by
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Northwestern University. The subsystem is called BBMIP (branch and

bound mixed integer programming). The BBMIP procedure first establish-

es a continuous solution using the dual simplex method. Then mixed

integer (or pure integer) solutions are derived from this continuous

solution. Sets of appropriate solutions are then implicitely enumer-

ated by fathoming techniques just as in the Glover algorithm, although

the techniques are not the same. These sets of solutions are broken

into smaller subsets as the fathoming goes deeper until an optimal

solution is obtained, The fathoming procedure is basically a compari-

son between the current best value and the best value obtained up to

that point, the lower bound. If the current solution is not better

and no other solution in that set is better than the lower bound

then the set is said to be fathomed. After all sets are fathomed the

set containing the best available solution is divided into subsets and

the fathoming procedure begins again until the optimal solution is

found. This procedure can be slow if good fathoming tests are not

used because the number of solutions which need to be enumerated is

high.

The MPOS package is available at Oregon State University. This

package is compiled on a Cyber 70 model 73 computer. This computer

also has Fortran capabilities and will be used for running the Glover

program. The MPOS package by design is for teaching purposes and is

not best utilized as a large problem solving tool. This implies that

the computation times will probably be on the high side. For solving

large scale problems a system with greater capabilities would be

advisable. However for testing purposes this system will be suf-
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cedure.

Vc. Comparison of Results

Analysis
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This section of the analysis will compare the approximation

procedure to the optimal solution procedure. (From now on the two

solution methods will be referred to as Glover's and MPOS for the

optimal and approximation technique respectively). The comparisons

will be with respect to solution accuracy and computation times. Also

some regression equations will be developed so that predictions can

be made for problems outside the range of problem sizes that were

looked at.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the solution obtained by MPOS for a

serial problem with unit flow would be an optimal solution for that

sequence. The solution obtained from Glover should match the solu-

tion of MPOS. This information will allow a test to be made for the

two procedures. This test will be comprised of solving two problems

of the specified structure by both methods and comparing the results.

The results of this test are found in Table I. The two solutions re-

sulted in identical values for the minimum cost, the policy vector and

theprobabilitiespandx.J. This implies that the solution procedures

are accurate. If they were not identical it would have been a sign

that one of the solution techniques was incorrect.

(d*) is defined as the objective function value for the optimal

policy vector, d*, found by MPOS. MPOS is a linear approximation to

the nonlinear programming problem developed by Yum and McDowell.
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Table I. Test of solution accuracy by comparing solutions
of unit flow, serial problems

Test Problem 1

I D

Glover Solution

I

MPOS Solution

LambdaRho Lambda D Rho

1 0 .0600 .06 1 0 .0600 .0600

2 0 .0976 .0976 2 0 .0976 .0976

3 0 .1607 .1607 3 0 .1607 .1607

4 0 .1943 .1943 4 0 .1943 .1943

5 0 .2265 .2265 5 0 .2265 .2265

6 1 .2575 .0677 6 1 .2575 .0677

7 0 .0672 .0672 7 0 .0672 .0672

minimum cost = 6.197 minimum cost = 6.197

Test Problem 2

I D

Glover Solution

I

MPOS Solution

LambdaRho Lambda D Rho

1 0 .0200 .0200 1 0 .0200 .0200

2 0 .1180 .1180 2 0 .1180 .1180

3 1 .1797 .0125 3 1 .1797 .0125

4 0 .0619 .0619 4 0 .0619 .0619
*

minimum cost = 6.307 minimum cost = 6.363

*This error is due to round-off. The rho and lambda values are the

same so the cost must be the same.
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The approximation procedure altered the calculation of pi and xj

in such a way so that the approximation values are always greater

than or equal to the true values of pi and xj.
3

This implies that

the objective function for the linear approximation evaluated at

some policy vector, d', will be greater than or equal to the non-

linear objective function evaluated at the same policy vector; i.e.,

2(d') > Z(d'). The point of this is that a comparison made between

Z(d*) and Z(d*), where Z(d*) is the optimal objective function value

obtained by Glover, may show a difference in the two values even

though the policy vectors are the same. d* = d*. Again, the reason

is due to the erroneous calculation by the linear approximation of

the objective function.

To alleviate this problem, in the cases where d* # d*, the ob-

jective function value for d* will be recalculated using the nonlinear

form. Comparisons then made between the two procedures will not be

biased by an approximate means of calculating the true cost.

For notation purposes the unadjusted minimum cost will be de-

fined as Z(d*) the hat (1 implies the approximate value of the

objective function. This value will not be used very often and

will be noted when used. The adjusted minimum cost for MPOS is de-

fined as Z(d*). The hat (-) is removed from the Z(-) because this

value is no longer the approximate value but the true value calculated

with the nonlinear objective function.

For the 38 test problems all but two of them were solved using

3. Except in the serial, unit flow case where MPOS yields an
exact solution.
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both MPOS and Glover. These two were the large size problems of 20

and 22 nodes for which Glover could not solve because of their size.

As noted earlier these 36 remaining problems were of specific designs.

A total of 36 test problems were run using both the Glover pro-

cedure and MPOS. The input data and the pertinent output are located

in Appendix B. The information in this appendix is not the output

from the test problems, it is a summary of the pertinent information.

The MPOS package has a rather lengthy output and the inclusion of this

information for all problems would be too bulky. Therefore, just the

needed information will be given. In Appendix A-4, a sample output is

given for each solution method. It shows the location of needed in-

formation from the MPOS procedure.

The information in Appendix B has been further reduced and is

tabulated in Tables II-V. These tables will be used for reference

in the following analyses. Also Figure 5-1 shows the design for a

seven and ten node converging structures. There are many forms of

converging structures but for the test problems this design was not

changed, only the parameters were changed.

The numerical ordering of the data in the tables correspond to

the ordering of problems in Appendix B. The minimum costs are the

objective function values, Z(d*), 2(salc) and the unadjusted minimum

cost, corresponding to the linear approximation, respectively. The

percent difference is calculated by the following formula:

Percent Z(d*) - Z(d*)
Difference * 100

Z(d*)



Table II. Data for serial structures

Minimum Cost

no. Glover

Computation Comparison between
Time Glover - MPOS for

MPOS External
MPOS (unadj) diff. Glover MPOS AOQ max.Rho Failure Cost

7 NODE RESULTS

1 181.56 181.56 190.52 .931 1.329 .000-.000 .297-.329 Low

2 338.73 373.62 390.94 10.3 1.042 1.651 .070-.012 .999-.405 Low

3 99.24 99.24 100.97 .847 1.422 .006-.006 .258-.274 High

4 63.08 63.08 64.34 .945 1.330 .007-.007 .346-.363 High

10 NODE RESULTS

5 373.17 373.17 379.02 9.74 2.55 .034-.034 .287-.307 Low

6 1262.33 1434.56 1442.33 13.64 11.02 3.89 .040-.010 1.000-.252 Low

7 127.28 127.28 130.66 13.55 4.14 .002-.318 .318-.341 High

8 196.88 196.88 200.35 11.52 3.32 .002-.002 .303-.310 High



Table III. Data for converging structures

Minimum Cost

no. Glover

Computation Comparison between
Time Glover MPOS for

MPOS External

MPOS (unadj) Jiff. Glover MPOS AOQ max.Rho Failure Cost

7 NODE RESULTS

9 38.52 38.52 38.97 .714 1.344 .004-.004 .193-.200 Low

10 543.05 601.72 609.55 10.8 .559 1.308 .009-.354 .618-.354 Low

11 224.81 224.81 227.44 .474 1.334 .005-.005 .209-.221 High

12 247.32 247.32 293.68 .498 1.188 .009-.498 .498-.628 High

10 NODE RESULTS

13 150.41 151.75 153.87 .89 4.79 3.51 .009-.006 .179-.182 Low

14 780.61 780.61 790.81 3.09 1.92 .016-.016 .313-.350 Low

15 1911.46 1911.46 1972.13 2.72 1.87 .016-.018 .268-.300 High

16 187.96 200.86 204.81 6.80 2.42 2.56 .016-.004 .533-.426 High



Table IV. Data for random structures

Minimum Cost

no. Glover

Computation Comparison between
Time Glover - MPOS for

MPOS External

MPOS (unadj) diff. Glover MPOS AOQ max.Rho Failure Cost

7 NODE RESULTS

17 401.54 401.54 404.22 .875 1.274 .070-.071 .155-.163 Low

18 197.86 197.86 201.74 .872 1.253 .130-.134 .350-.399 Low

19 478.21 478.21 489.36 .801 1.420 .003-.003 .221-.237 High

20 848.70 848.70 869.45 .592 1.256 .002-.002 .261-.278 High

10 NODE RESULTS

21 172.75 172.35 176.38 10.73 2.898 .008-.008 .248-.262 Low

22 132.12 150.01 151.54 13.54 10.70 5.378 .029-.004 .985-.286 Low

23 214.81 225.55 228.56 5.00 9.52 4.178 .0O2-.0016 .982-.256 High

24 949.78 970.99 978.13 2.20 8.08 2.412 .003-.002 .440-.184 High



Table V. Data for random structures

no.

no.

of

nodes

Minimum Cost Computation Time Comparison between
Glover- MPOS for

External
Failure
CostsGlover MPOS

MPOS

(unadj) diff. Glover MPOS AOQ max. Rho

25 6 304.19 304.19 318.89 - .397 1.244 .004-.004 .343-.382 High

26 6 79.95 36.42 86.76 8.10 .438 1.259 .108-.015 .657-.172 Low

27 6 65.03 65.03 66.83 - .380 1.213 .009-.009 .234-.243 High

28 7 59.62 59.66 61.21 .07 .837 1.388 .005-.003 .506-.335 Low

29 9 243.15 243.15 254.66 3.828 1.721 .018-.020 .255-.289 Low

30 10 309.49 309.49 326.05 - 8.917 2.816 .158-.163 .402-.473 Low

31 10 259.01 259.28 273.77 .10 6.024 2.927 .005-.005 .518-.338 High

32 10 145.01 145.01 146.64 6.750 2.100 .011-.011 .221-.231 High

33 13 1834.55 1864.29 1893.29 1.60 98.480 6.297 .070-.012 1.000-.208 Low

34 13 1714.32 1714.32 1736.70 108.740 4.988 .089-.089 .214-.227 Low

35 13 2111.79 2111.79 2123.41 90.115 4.742 .002-.002 .155-.157 High

36 13 1658.15 1802.41 1832.89 8.70 108.430 8.362 .010-.003 .999-.298 High

*37 20 1194.19 1209.38 83.441 .022 .375

*38 22 825.79 830.59 173150 .006 .140

*
Glover solutions not available.
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This shows how far the approximation value was from the optimal value.

Note in some cases this difference is zero (specified " - ") this

means that MPOS yielded an optimal solution, = d*.

The computation times are given in CPU time necessary to solve

the problem. This value, in seconds, is obtained from the Cyber 70

output. Note that the MPOS total time can be decomposed into trans-

lation time, continuous feasible solution time and BBMIP time. The

translation time can be removed from this set for comparison purposes.

However, it is a necessary part of the solution procedure so will be

kept in.

The third grouping in the tables is a comparison of the average

outgoing quality (AOQ) and the maximum p value (max. Rho) for both

solution procedures. The AOQ is the value of An, where n is the

problem size, for the final solution. These data will be used in

later analyses.

The external failure costs are set at two levels. Low external

failure costs are defined as being just equal to the cumulative manu-

facturing costs at the final node. The cumulative manufacturing cost

is the total manufacturing cost of a single unit of output including

all machining, labor and material costs that go into the final pro-

duct. The high external failure costs are set to be five times the

low level.

The purpose of having two levels of external failure costs is to

determine the effect it has on the AOQ. Some earlier models put a

constraint on the AOQ. The policy vector, d, was solved for so that

this constraint on the AOQ was met. But this did not necessarily yield

an optimal solution. It may be less expensive to allow more defective
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material out because of low external failure costs than to remove

defects. This lower AOQ, which is optimal cannot be reached because

of the constraint, so the constrained solution is not optimal. This

implies that as the external failure costs increase the AOQ level

should drop because it is getting more expensive to allow defective

items to leave the system. Then by changing the external failure

costs the AOQ should change which implies that all xi should change.

It was noted in the development of the model that the magnitude of

the xi's may have an effect on the accuracy of the approximation.

This is because the nonlinear term which was dropped from the series

expansion of fi(x) contained A terms. In order to determine the effect

of the magnitude of xi, the value of the xi must change. As noted

previously this is accomplished by changing the external failure

costs. So the external failure costs are set at two levels so that

the approximation accuracy can be determined for different x's and

that the hypothesis that the xi's will affect the accuracy can be

tested. This analysis will be undertaken in later sections.

Vd. Computational Efficiency

The impetus for the approximation procedure was the extremely

high computation times that would result from the solving of large

scale problems using Glover. In previous work by Yum and McDowell

no problems larger than fifteen nodes had been solved. Fifteen node

problems took large amounts of computer time and larger problems were

not attempted because it'was assumed the large increase in computer

time from ten to fifteen node problems would be multiplied further
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as the problem sizes went above fifteen nodes. Table VI shows the

mean CPU time for solving different size problems using Glover's.

This information is shown graphically in Figure 5-3. The mean of

the natural logorithms of the CPU's is a linear transformation of

the data which allows linear regression techniques to be used so that

a prediction model can be developed. This prediction model will give

Table VI. Mean CPU time for Glover's

No. of Sample
7CPU 71n(CPU)

nodes size

5 6 .123 -2.123

7 13 .768 - .293

10 21 7.159 1.847

13 4 101.42 4.616

15 6 294.70 5.539

*5, 10 & 15 node data was supplied or augmented from Yum (1976).

approximate values for the mean CPU time for solving problems outside

the fifteen node range. The regression line presented below was

calculated by Yum (1979) in a more extensive regression analysis. The

approach used is to fit a line to the data points which minimizes the

squared difference from the regression line to the data points. For

more information on regression see (Neter and Wasserman, 1975). The

regression equation is:

ln(Tuu) = -6.4528 + .7662n (18)
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where n is the number of nodes and 7
CPU

a specified level of n. This regression line is shown in Figure 5-3

(b) along with the scatter plot of the observed mean values. To show

that large problems do have large CPU times and to demonstrate the use

of the regression equation the estimated mean CPU time for 23 node

problems is calculated as:

75

the value of the estimate at

ln(Tcpu) = -6.4528 + .7662(23)= 11.169

XCPU
= e

11.169
= 70,954.91 seconds

This predicted value is quite high; 19.7 hours of computer time. This

value could be off because of error in the prediction model. Re-

gression models used for predicting the response of an independent

variable outside the range of the regression study assume that the

regression curve or line will hold for these outside values. However

this may not always be the case. It is very possible for the relation

to change for different values of independent variables. This means

that the trend seen for one study is different from the trend of

another study where the range is different for the independent vari-

ables. The implication here is that the regression equation (18) may

contain some error when describing the relation between the number of

nodes and computation time for large problems. However for an error as

high as 25 percent in the prediction accuracy of the model the

computation time is 147 hours which is still extremely large. So

even allowing for substantial error in the prediction of solution

times the result is that the Glover routine is too time consuming for

large problems. This fact is shown in the sample runs where the mean
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time for computation of fifteen node problems was 294.7 seconds and

in the prediction model where the coefficient for the slope implied

substantial increases in computation time as the number of nodes in-

creased.

Next it must be shown that MPOS has greater potential for solving

large problems. This will be accomplished by comparing the two pro-

cedures computation times for the test problem and by solving two

large problems. Figure 5-4 shows graphically the information in

Table VII. These data are the mean solution times for solving 7, 10

and 13 node problems using MPOS and Glover. Also shown is the mean

of the natural logorithms for the different solution times. This in-

formation was gathered from Tables II-V.

The purpose of the approximation is to show that it can solve

large problems faster than the Glover procedure. The approximations

CPU

time

100

50

10

MPOS

Glover

7 10 13

number of nodes

Figure 5-4. Plot of the mean CPU time for MPOS and Glover
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Table VII. Mean CPU time for MPOS & Glover

MPOS
No. of Sample Glover

nodes Size 7CPU 71n(CPU) CPU

7 13 1.34 .924 .768

10 15 3.09 1.067 7.159

13 4 6.09 1.78 101.42

capabilities for small problems is really not of concern here. A

comparison of the values in Table VII show that the approximation did

not work well for small problems. In this case the seven node prob-

lems. This is due to the added translation time for the MPOS system

and for the continuous solution phase of the package. But notice

that for a change from seven to ten nodes the approximation reduced

solution time by more than one-half. However for small, seven and

ten node, problems the additional savings due to the approximation's

reduced computation time will not outweigh the probable added cost

due to the approximate solution. So the use of the approximation

for small problems does not seem to be warranted because of the

small potential for reduction of computer time and costs.

The approximations potential is shown more explicitely by a

comparison of the thirteen node problems mean solution times. The

mean solution time for MPOS was about 95 seconds lower than Glover.

This shows the capabilities of MPOS to drastically reduce the

computation time for large problems. The graph in Figure 5-4 shows

this effect. The curve for MPOS rises as the problem size grows but

Glover rises much more dramatically. As shown.the curve for Glover
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can be approximated by an exponential function which implies this

drastic increase. The MPOS curve shows a tendency for the slope to

increase with problem size but the increase is not as severe as for

Glover. So that predictions can be made of the computation times for

large problems using MPOS a regression equation will be formulated.

The increasing slope of the graph in Figure 5-4 suggests that solution

times increase exponentially as a function of the problem size. This

implies that a natural logorithm transformation of the data may re-

sult in the log of the computation times being a linear function of

the problem size. Graphic analysis proved this to be the case for the

three problem sizes shown. Using this information the linear regression

line can be fit to the data. The independent variable, n, is the prob-

lem size and the dependent variable is the natural logorithm of the

mean computation time. The regression line is:

ln(;?-cpu) -1.43 + .247n (19)

The slope for this regression equation is much lower than the slope

for equation (17). This implies that the predicted values for MPOS

for large problems will be significantly lower than for the predicted

value of the Glover computation time. However there is still an

exponential relation between the computation time and problem size. So

the computation times will continue to increase ever more sharply as

problem size increases.

The previous analysis, the comparison of solution times and the

differences in regression coefficients, show that MPOS will reduce the

computation time for problems above ten nodes. The comparison of re-

gression coefficients show that MPOS solution times increase much
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slower than Glover so the difference between MPOS and Glover solution

times will increase as the problem size grows. One can then conclude

MPOS will consistently be able to reduce computation times substantial-

ly. To show this quantitatively two problems, a 20 node and a 22 node

problem, were solved using MPOS. These problems were not solved using

Glover because the computation time would be too high. Instead the

prediction model will be used to make comparisons of the solution

times.

The two problems were developed by combining several random struc-

tures into two nonserial systems. The parameters of the problems

were generated randomly using the probabilitiy distributions described

in Section Vb. The input files can be found in Appendix B. The 22

node problem was originally a 30 node problem but had to be reduced

because the BBMIP package could not handle the 150 constraint problem.

The BBMIP package calculated the continuous solution but dropped the

second phase because the problem was too large, it required too much

storage space. Before the branch and bound procedure starts the

storage space that is needed is approximated. For this problem the

storage space needed exceeded the availability on the system, so

the problem was dropped. One cannot conclude that all 30 node

problems cannot be solved however. The storage space is dependent

on other factors besides number of constraints. Also the difficult-

ies with the solution were not due to extensive computer time

necessary but extensive storage needs. As noted earlier the MPOS

system is designed for teaching purposes and does not have extensive

capabilities. This could explain the difficulties that were en-
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countered. To alleviate this problem a branch and bound package

which was designed for large problems should be used. In any case

the difficulties were due to the computer facilities that were used

and not with the approximation procedure. Larger problems than 30

node could probably be solved on a more sophisticated optimization

program.

Table VIII shows the observed solution time for MPOS and the

prediction values for Glover and the the MPOS procedure. The MPOS

prediction was included for a comparison to see how accurate the

predictions are.

Table VIII. MPOS run time and Glover prediction

MPOS

No. of No. of Run time Predicted Glover Pre-

nodes sources (sec) time diction (sec)

20 5 83.44 33.93 7,123.82

22 7 173.15 54.36 32,978.13

The difference between the MPOS run times and Glover predictions

are extremely large. As noted before there may be some error in the

predicted value but this would not affect one's conclusion when the

prediction value is so large. The conclusion that one must make is

that the computation time for MPOS is substantially better than for

Glover. The predicted times for Glover would make obtaining an optimal

solution prohibitively costly where MPOS solutions could be obtained.

In these cases the sub-optimal solution may in fact be optimal when

all costs are compared. One important thing to note is the error in

the predicted values of the MPOS solution. These predictions are very
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low which implies that the compuation time curve increases faster

outside the range of the regression study. This fact is also shown

in the dramatic increase from the 20 node to 22 node problem. The

computation times for MPOS are going to increase as problem size

gets larger but this increase should still result in computation times

for even larger problems which are obtainable. A new regression line

can be calculated with the use of this added data and also the seven

node data will dropped. This new regression study may give better

predictions of computation time. The seven node data was dropped be-

cause it may be adversely effecting the regression equation. The

regression equation obtained is:

ln(Xcpu) . -2.56 + .3491n (20)

The estimate for 22 node problems using this equation is 166.25

seconds,much closer to the actual value. The predicted values for

small problems is not as accurate but the primary concern is for pre-

dicting large problem solution times. To show the capabilities of

MPOS for large problems the prediction for a 30 node problem is

2,713 seconds. This is a substantial amount of computation time

but is not unreasonably large as would be the Glover prediction.

An analysis of the MPOS solution for the two problems showed that

99 percent of the total solution time was taken up in the branch and

bound phase of the two-step solution. Only a very short time was

spent finding the continuous solution. This branch and bound part

of the solution took a great portion of the time but it is small com-

pared to the branch and bound predicted time for Glover. One reason

for this is because the Glover scheme had to enumerate all possible
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vectors and establish a lower bound on the objective function. This

was not the case for MPOS. An initial feasible solution was found

which was a continuous solution and this was used for the bound on the

objective function. This meant that many possible vectors were elimin-

ated by the continuous solution and not implicite enumeration as in

Glover. Given this lower bound further enumeration could go faster,

again because the lower bound allowed more solutions to be dropped

sooner. This implies that with a better lower bound the Glover pro-

cedure's solution time may be reduced dramatically. The logical lower

bound to use would be the optimal value attained by MPOS. This poses

many possibilities for a combination of the two procedures which will

be discussed in Section VId.

Ve. Solution Accuracy

The previous section showed the capability of MPOS to solve large

problems and its superiority over Glover for speed in finding solu-

tions. Next the solution accuracy of MPOS must be determined. The

added computational efficiency for MPOS is meaningless if the solu-

tions that are obtained are not within a reasonable range. The

analysis in this section will find a confidence limit for the percent

difference between the optimal solution found by Glover and the solu-

tion obtained by MPOS.

The solutions obtained by MPOS fell into two categories:

1) solutions that were equal to the optimal solution, Z(d*) = Z(d*)

and 2) solutions that were greater than the optimal solution,

Z(d*) > Z(d*). For the n=36 sample size (the large problems were not
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used for comparison) 64 percent or 23 of the solutions obtained were

optimal solutions. For these 23 solutions the d* were equal to d*;

there were no situations where there was more than one optimal solu-

tion. This does not mean that this situation cannot exist. There is

nothing in the model formulation nor any feature of the problems that

would eliminate this possibility. In one situation there was a dif-

ference between the two solutions of only .07 percent. With such a

small difference between the two there is essentially equal minimum

costs but for two different policy vectors which implies multiple

optima.

Tables II-V summarize the output for the 36 problems for both

Glover and MPOS. The tables show the minimum cost obtained for both

solutions. Also given is the unadjusted minimum cost for MPOS. This

is the cost of the MPOS solution calculated by the linear objective

function. The other cost for MPOS is the true cost calculated by

a nonlinear objective function, Z(d*).

To determine the accuracy of the MPOS solution the percent dif-

ference between the two solutions will be analyzed. This analysis will

determine a confidence limit for the percent difference between the

two solutions.. The percent difference is defined in Section Vc by

equation (17). The sample statistics for the percent difference be-

tween the two objective functions were calculated. The maximum value

which was attained was 13.64 percent and the low was zero percent.

The mean value was 2.27 percent with a standard deviation of 4.17

percent. These statistics were for a sample size of 36, the total

number of problems which were solved using both methods. For the
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thirteen problems which did not have optimal solutions the sample

statistics were also calculated. The maximum value was the same,

13.64 percent, the minimum was .07 percent. The mean was 6.28 percent

with a standard deviation of 4.99 percent. The large difference be-

tween the two means was due to the 23, zero percent defectives in-

cluded in the first calculation of the mean.

The confidence limit for the percent difference between the MPOS

solution and the Glover solution will be obtained by the use of non-

parametric statistics. Nonparametric statistical methods are not

based on any particular probability distribution. Instead they take

advantage of particular characteristics of the cumulative distribution

function and order statistics.

In most cases the distribution of the random sample is known

or can be determined. With this information inference can be made

about sample statistics and confidence limits can be found. But in

many cases when the sampling distribution is not known and the sample

size is small the distribution cannot be determined. This is the

situation here. The random samples are the values of the percent dif-

ferences shown in Tables II-V. The sampling distribution appears to

be a mixed distribution, part discrete and part continuous. There is

a large number of samples which have a value of zero. This puts a

large amount of probability at this one discrete point. The remainder

of the data points are continuous values in the range .07 percent to

13.64 percent. The distribution of these continuous values is not

known because of the small sample size. This distribution may be

uniform but the upper limit for the range is not known. Figure 5-5
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shows an Ogive curve which plots the cumulative frequency distribu-

tion for the sample,

36

32

28

23

O

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Figure 5-5. The sample cumulative frequency distribution.

This figure shows the nature of the sampling distribution and

the difficulties in trying to determine the actual distribution may

be numerous. For situations such as this nonparametric statistics

can be used. One assumption that is made when using nonparametric

statistics is that the distribution is continuous. As noted above

this is not a continuous distribution but a mixed distribution. For

finding the confidence limit for the percent difference this assump-

tion can be dropped. The reason for this will be shown below in the

development of the confidence limit.

Let X be a random variable from any distribution. The p - quan-

tile for this distribution is defined as some point



Let xl, x2, ..., xn be a random sample of size n from the

distribution of X. Then,

P[x- < < p (21a)
p

and

P[max(xl, x2,...,xn) < c] = P[X1 p[x2 Ep]...

10[Xn < gyp] = pn (21b)

This implies,

p[E
P
< max(xl, x2,...,x

n
)] = 1 - p

n

If we set E = max(xl, x2,..., x
n
) then,

p(
P

<
p

) = 1 pn = 1 -a

(22)
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and Ep is an upper (1 - a) 100 percent confidence limit for Ep.

This equality shows then that the value of a = pn. If (1 - a)100

percent confidence is the desired confidence then a value of p raised

to the n power.must be determined so that it equals a. This value of

p is the corresponding p in Ep, which denotes the p-quantile. This

means that p percent of the probability will lie on or below E with

1 - a = 1 - pn confidence.

Using the above method it is possible to determine what percent

of all solutions will fall below the maximum sampled value and also

the confidence one has in the specified percent value. Note also

that this procedure did not depend on the sampled distribution being

a continuous distribution. This procedure is based on the definition

of a p-quantile which holds for all distributions and some extensions
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on that definition.

If we let yi = 0, Y2 = 0,... Y24 = .07, Y25 = Y36 = 13.64

be the order statistics for the random variable percent defective,the

estimate for the pth quantile is the maximum value, E = 13.64. To

determine what percent of all solutions fall below this value with

confidence (1 - a)100 percent a value of p must be found such that

p
n

= a. If the desired confidence is 95 percent then

36
1 - a = .95 = 1 -p

By trial and error the value of p is determined to be .9202. From

the above procedure we are 95 percent confident that 92 will fall

below Ep, the maximum value. This implies that 92 percent of all

problems will fall below or equal to the maximum value percent de-

fective, 13.64 percent.

The above confidence interval shows that the approximate solu-

tions will be reasonably close to the optimal solution. However

for some applications this error may be too high for practical use.

Because of the complicated mixed distribution the confidence intervals

cannot be improved upon without further testing to garner more informa-

tion about the distribution. In the next chapter an analysis is

undertaken which tries to determine if specific features of the test

problems have an affect on solution accuracy. With this information some

modifications of the confidence interval may be made which take these

factors into account. This would produce tighter bounds without ex-

tensive testing to try and determine the distribution of the percent

difference. This would allow the user greater confidence when applying

the model.
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VI. FURTHER ANALYSIS - ALTERNATE FORMULATIONS

The previous chapter made comparisons between MPOS and Glover

with respect to solution accuracy and computational efficiency. It

was shown that the approximation will without a doubt be able to

significantly reduce computation time compared to Glover and also have

the ability to solve large problems.

The results for the solution accuracy were not as conclusive.

The approximation worked well in some situations but then worked

poorly in others. In this chapter an attempt will be made to try

and determine what factors may have affected the accuracy of the

solutions. By comparing a specially designed problem set and by al-

tering some of the problems and resolving them, information will be

attained which may determine what affected solution accuracy and how

solution accuracy can be improved. Following this analysis there will

be a discussion of modifications in the approximation model which may

result in greater solution accuracy and an approach to solving the

problem where both solution methods are used in conjunction to reduce

computation and obtain an optimal solution. These recommendations are

described but not tested.

VIb. Factors Affecting Solution Accuracy

A subset of the 38 test problems were generated so that they had

certain characteristics which were expected to affect the solution

accuracy of the approximation. This subset contained problems which

could be classified into different groupings. These problems were
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grouped with respect to levels of particular factors. The purpose

of this was determine if there was an affect on solution accuracy for

the different levels of each factor. The study was to have used

analysis of variance to make comparisons between the different factor

levels to try and determine their effect. However this statistical

procedure could not be used effectively. The analysis of variance

assumes that the distribution for random error is normally distributed.

As was shown in Chapter 5 the distribution that was sampled from was

some mixed distribution. This distribution is not normal and con-

sequently this analysis had to be dropped. However, essentially the

same comparisons can be made without analysis of variance only the

statistical significance derived from analysis of variance will not be

available. The different factors into which the problems fall are the

problem size, the structure and the external failure cost classifica-

tion. These factors were chosen because it was felt they would have

the greatest effect on the accuracy of the approximate solutions.

They are just a few of the many possible choices. All of these

choices could not be explored because it would require too large a

number of test problems. The different levels for each category are:

1. Problem size

i. 7 node

if. 10 node

2. Structure

i. serial

ii. converging

iii. random
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3. External failure costs

i. low

ii. high

The problem structures were described in Chapter 5. In that

chapter the converging structures for seven and ten node problems are

shown in Figure 5-1, The external failure costs are functions of the

cumulative manufacturing costs at the nth node. The low level is set

equal to the cumulative manufacturing costs and the high level are

equal to five times the low level.

The subset of problems used for this analysis are problems

number 1 through 24 found in Tables II, III and IV. Each one of these

problems has a single level of each of the three factors designed into

its parameters or structure. For example, problem number eight in

Table II is a test problem which has ten nodes, a serial structure

and a high level of external failure costs; one level for each factor.

This combination of factor levels is called a treatment; a combination

of a level of factor one, a level of factor two and a level of factor

three. For this experiment there are a total of 2 x 3 x 2 = 12 pos-

sible treatments. For each possible treatment there were two problems

solved for a total sample size of 24 problems. The sample size of

two is relatively small but repetitions within treatments of different

factor levels results in larger sample sizes for factor levels. For

example the sample size for problems which had a particular level of

structure is eight so the mean value can be determined fairly ac-

curately. Table IX shows how the analysis is formulated, showing

the different factors and levels within factors. This is the design
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Table IX. Design of a three-factor experiment.

Problem
size Structure

External
failure
cost

Percent
defective

1 1 1 0.00

1 1 1 10.30

1 1 2 0.00

1 1 2 0.00

1 2 1 0.00

1 2 1 10.80

1 2 2 0.00

1 2 2 0.00

1 3 1 0.00

1 3 1 0.00

1 3 2 0.00

1 3 2 0.00

2 1 1 0.00

2 1 1 13.64

2 1 2 0.00

2 1 2 0.00

2 2 1 0.89

2 2 1 0.00

2 2 2 0.00

2 2 2 6.80

2 3 1 0.00

2 3 1 13.54

2 3 2 5.00

2 3 2 2.20

Key:
Problem size

Structure

1= 7 node
2= 10 node

1= serial
2= converging
3= nonserial

External failure
cost 1= low level

2= high level
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of a three-factor experiment.

These 24 problems were solved using both solution procedures and

the difference between MPOS and Glover optimal objective function

values were determined. This information is grouped into the dif-

ferent factors and the mean values are found. It is then possible

to compare mean values for the different factor levels to the overall

mean response to determine the effect of that factor level. This

analysis can be carried deeper and the different levels of a factor

can be compared to see if there is a difference in the effect of the

different levels in one factor. This type of analysis is similar to

analysis of variance only the analysis of variance would determine

whether the factor level effects were statistically significant. In

this case this cannot be determined, we will just compare results and

see if there are large differences. A large difference would show

there is some significant effect due to the factor levels.

Table X shows the mean values for the different factor levels

and number of observations for each level. Also the last column shows

the difference between the factor level mean and the overall mean.

This difference will show the effect that the particular factor level

has compared to the mean response. A negative value would denote that

the factor level caused a reduction in the percent difference between

Z(d *) and Z(d*) and a positive value would mean the factor level

caused an increase in this difference. This information reveals the

specific effect of each factor level. The most significant effects

seem to come from the problem size and the external failure costs.

This is evident by the difference between the factor level means for
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Table X. Summary of factor means and fator level means

Mean - Overall

Factor Level Freq. Mean Mean

Size 7 node 12 1.76 - .87

10 node 12 3.50 .87

Structure Serial 8 2.99 .36

Converg. 8 2.31 - .32

Random 8 2.59 - .04

External Low 12 4.09 1.46

Failure
Costs High 12 1.16 -1.47

Overall Mean= 2.63

problem size and for the external failure costs. This same information

is reflected by the difference in values shown in column five.

Solution accuracy is affected in a positive way for seven node

problems. The seven node problems had a mean percent difference

which was .87 percent below the overall mean response and the ten node

problems were .87 percent higher than the overall mean. This result

was expected because of the nature of the approximation. The approxi-

mation calculates the pi and values in a way which always has the

approximate values higher than the true values. This is due to the

dropping of a term in the series expansion. These errors in the

calculation will be accumulated through the problem which implies

that the error gets larger as the problem size increases. This is why

the ten node problem had worse results than the seven node problem.

This result can be projected outside the range of the size of the

test problems studied and one would conclude that solution accuracy
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will steadily decline as problem size increases. The only possible

evidence that may substantiate this conclusion is the percent dif-

ference obtained for thirteen node problems. For the four problems

of this size that were solved the mean value was 2.57 percent. This

value falls below the overall mean for the analysis which contradicts

the above conclusion. The reasoning as to why solution accuracy will

decline as problem size increases is sound. The accumulation of

calculation errors will cause large problems to have less accurate

solutions than small problems. However because the solution is af-

fected by so many of the problem's parameters the result obtained for

thirteen node problems is not conclusive. The better than average

solution accuracy could have been caused by any one of a number of

factors which are not included in this analysis. In order to show

larger problems will have less solution accuracy further tests would

need to be made.

Because the approximation is to be used to solve large problems

the problem size having an adverse effect on accuracy could hamper

the approximation's effectiveness. If the results of the three-factor

analysis are valid the approximation could be used only in certain

situations where solution accuracy is not critical. This would not

conform to the intended use of the approximation. To combat this

problem the constraining of the pi in the linear programming formula-

tion will be modified in an alternative formulation of the approxima-

tion. The purpose of this will be to reduce the effect of the large

values which are calculated for pi. This formulation will be done in

Section VIc and will possibly remove the effect of problem size from
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the determination of solution accuracy.

The other factor which appears to be significant is the level of

external failure cost. This is evident by a significant difference

between the mean value for high and low external failure costs. As

noted in a previous section the low external failure costs will allow

the AOQ and consequently all of the Ai to be large as compared to Ai

values for high external failure costs. This is because it is less

expensive to allow defective material to leave than it is to inspect

the material when the external failure costs are low. On the other

hand the large expense of allowing defective material out of the

system when the external failure costs are high forces the AOQ and

consequently all Ai to be small. For the calculation of the pj's the

polynomial which contains A. is replaced by a term which has product

containing A. (see equation (13)). This causes the p Is to be larger

than the true value. The value of A. then has a direct effect on this

approximate pi value. If the Ai is large the pi will be large and

vice versa. When the Xi's are large this will cause the pj's to be

large which, as noted previously, can cause the approximate solution

value to be greater than the optimal solution. The level of external

failure costs by effecting the Ai's, will then have an affect on solu-

tion accuracy. The high level forces the Ai's to be small which al-

lows the calculation of p.
J

to be more accurate which leads to an ap-

proximate solution which is closer to the optimal value. The low

level of external failure costs allow the 2.'s to increase which ad-
'

versely effects the solution accuracy.
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The above discussion of the effect of external failure costs is

backed by the results of the study. There is a substantial difference

between the mean value for high and low external failure costs. The

low external failure cost mean percent difference is 1.46 percent

above the overall mean and the high external cost mean value is 1.47

percent below the overall mean. This shows conclusively that the

level of external failure costs has a direct effect on the solution

accuracy. The low level adversely affects the solution and the high

level has a positive effect. The reason for this is due to the

approximation of the p and A terms. This problem will be addressed

by the reformulation of the model previously mentioned. The reformu-

lation will change the range in which the pj terms will be constrained

to fall. This may remove the adverse effects of large ad's.

The three-factor analysis shows the affect the factors problem

size and external failure have on solution accuracy. The structure

of the problem did not seem to have as significant effects. The mean

values for the different levels of the factor structure were fairly

close to the mean which implies no affect.

An analysis of the effects of interactions between the different

factors showed there were some affects due to interaction but they

were not significant. One interaction which one would have thought to

be significant was the interaction between ten node problems and low

external failure costs. The mean value for these problems was below

the overall mean which implies no significant effect. The reason for

this can be explained by the wide variability introduced by the effect

of all the problem parameters. For these particular problems the
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effects of size and external failure cost were masked over by the

effect of the particular problem formulation. So the mean value which

was expected to be high was in fact low.

The three-factor analysis showed that the factors that affect

the solution accuracy are many. The problem size and external fail-

ure costs appear to be significant factors but there are others which

over-ride these affects in certain cases. These factors include the

inspection accuracy parameters and d Bj, the repair costs and the con-

figuration of the rate matrix. One thing important to notice is that

not only will the specific values of the inspection accuracy parameters

and repair costs have some affect but so will their location in the

production sequence. There were situations where there was a sharp in-

crease in the repair costs at one particular node and MPOS placed an

inspection location just prior to this sharp increase. However the

optimal solution did not have an inspection located there. In this

case the repair costs had an affect on the solution accuracy by adding

an additional inspection location. An attempt was made to determine

if the repair costs were an important factor. To do this problems

were changed so that drastic increases and any frequent fluctuations

were removed from the repair cost array. The intention was to show

that these sharp increases and in some cases decreases were causing

additional inspection to be designated incorrectly in the MPOS solu-

tion. The results of this were inconclusive, for some situations the

changes resulted in MPOS producing optimal solutions but this was not

the case for all problems. The repair costs alone were not causing

the difficulties, there were other factors coming into play.
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The conclusion that must be made is that no one particular fac-

tor can be singled out as the one which is causing solution accuracy

to be poor. Nor does it appear that any one group of factors can be

pin-pointed as causing the solution accuracy problem. The problem lies

in the approximate values of pj and A. The calculation of these

values is consistently too large and is causing the difficulties. In

the following section another formulation to the problem will be pro-

posed along with the explanation of why it is needed. This formulation

may solve the difficulties that were thought to be caused by the dif-

ferent factors which were studied above.

VIc. Alternate Formulation

For the 36 test problems thirteen of the MPOS solutions were

not optimal. For these problems the optimal policy vector d*, for

MPOS was not equal to d*, the optimal policy vector for Glover. For

all of these non-optimal solutions the number of inspection locations

for MPOS was greater than the number for Glover except in one instance

where the amount was the same. The approximation procedure almost al-

ways over inspected for any given problem. In a way this is good be-

cause the quality of the product leaving the production sequence when

the MPOS solution is used will be as good or better than the quality

of the product for the Glover solution. The quality will be as good

when the two policy vectors are equal and MPOS will yield better quality

when the MPOS solution was not optimal. This non-optimal solution

over inspected for the problem and so the outgoing quality is better.

Having the approximation procedure yield a product which has an AOQ at

least as good as the optimal procedure is a nice feature. However,
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the higher quality product is not the least cost product. Because

the approximation over-inspects compared to the optimal it is a more

costly product. There is some consolation in knowing that the AOQ is

lower for the non-optimal solution but if the problem parameters, es-

pecially external failure costs, are set correctly this better AOQ is

unnecessary.

Table XI shows the comparison between AOQ and the maximum rho

value for Glover and MPOS, also the optimal policy vector for each of

the thirteen problems which did not have optimal solutions. The com-

parison of the AOQ's shows that for all cases except one the AOQ for

MPOS is lower than for Glover. The one exception is the case where the

non-optimal solution did not have a greater number of inspection loca-

tions in the MPOS policy vector. The AOQ from Glover was lower than

MPOS because the additional inspections which caused the AOQ to be

higher were not present in this policy vector.

The comparison of the AOQ in the remaining problems shows that

the two values are close to each other, there are in general no large

differences. Even though the AOQ's are better for MPOS than they are

for Glover they are not markedly different. However this cannot be

said about the maximum rho values. There are substantial differences

between the two values. The realization of this lead to the alternate

formulation for the model.

The maximum rho values for Glover in problems where MPOS yielded

an optimal solution are fairly small, these values are shown in Tables

II-V. The mean value of the maximum rho is .244. However for the

problems where MPOS did not yield an optimal solution, shown in Table

XI, the mean value was .724, substantially higher. This value that



Table XI. Policy vectors for non-optimal MPOS solutions

Problem
No.

%
Diff.

Comparison between
Glover vs. MPOS for Optimal Policy Vector

AOQ Max. Rho Glover MPOS

2 10.30 .07 - .012 .99 - .405 (0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (0,0,0,1,1,0,1)

6 13.64 .040- .010 1.00 - .252 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1)

10 10.80 .099- .162 .618- .354 (0,0,0,0,1,1,1) (0,0,0,1,1,1,0)

13 .89 .009- .006 .179- .182 (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1) (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)

16 6.80 .016- .004 .533- .426 (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1) (0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1)

22 13.54 .029- .004 .935- .286 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1)

23 5.00 .002- .0016 .982- .256 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) (0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1)

24 2.20 .003- .002 .440- .184 (0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1) (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)

26 8.10 .108- .015 .657- .172 (0,0,0,0,1,0) (1,0,1,0,1,0)

28 0.07 .005- .003 .506- .335 (0,0,1,1,1,0,1) (1,0,1,1,1,0,1)

31 0.10 .005- .005 .518- .338 (0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1) (0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1)

33 1.60 .070- .012 1.00 - .208 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,1)

36 8.70 .010- .003 .999- .298 (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1) (1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1)

X = .724
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is being compared is the largest value that p., j n, attains

for any one problem. Rho is defined as the probability an item leav-

ing an operation is defective. There are five problems in Table XI in

which the maximum rho is essentially one; all of the material leaving

the corresponding operation is defective. This situation seems highly

unlikely but the configuration of the problem yields an optimal policy

vector which allows these high rho values. Notice also that there is

a direct correlation between the number of inspections (denoted by l's)

in the Glover policy vectors and the maximum rho values. As the number

of inspections increase the maximum rho values decrease. This correla-

tion is shown in Figure 6-1 graphically.

max.

pj

value

1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0

X

x
x

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

density

Figure 6-1. Correlation between vector density and max. pi

Notice also that for situations where the number of inspections is low

most of the inspection takes place at or right near the end of the

sequence. Problems number 2, 6, 22, 23, 33 and 36 show this result

explicitely, there is very little inspection taking place in the se-

quence and the inspection that does take place is right at the end.

For these examples the maximum rho values are all above .98.

The explanation for this is very simple. An item which is inspected and
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repaired at node i has any defects which were attained previous to

node i repaired also. So when the item leaves the ith inspection

station it has a probability of being defective equal to the type II

inspection error for that station; (1 - y100 percent of the defects

up to that inspection point are removed. For this model the repair

costs do not change as a function of where the last inspection took

place. The repair cost is Ri whether the repairs are for one defect

or for n defects. This means that defects can pile up on an item in

the process and then be removed with a single repair cost and the

outgoing items from the station have the inspection error for the

probability of being defective. This explains why inspection is held

off until the end of the sequence; because the structure of the repair

costs makes it less expensive to wait until the end to inspect than to

inspect earlier. Because inspection takes place at the end, the

accumulation of defects during processing forces the rho values to

be large. Hence the large maximum rho values are a direct result of

the location of inspection near the end of the process. The same

argument holds for the rest of the problems in Table XI but to a less-

er extent. For these other problems the amount of inspection is much

higher than the previous examples.

The question now is how does this affect the MPOS solution

procedure? This question can be answered by looking at the constraints

and defining equations for the approximation model. The following

equations are found in Chapter 4.

X = p. - r.t.
J J JJ VJ

(16a)



p. = j-1
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- t.
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p.
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(16b)

(16c)

(16d)

(16e)

(16f)

(16g)

These set of constraints determine the value that tj can take on

during the solving of the problem. These constraints control tj to be

equal to pidi. The value of tj will equal pi when di = 1 and tj will

equal zero when d. = 0. Then for any problem the value of tj will be

contained in the interval [0,1]. This is because di = 0,1 and

0 < pj < 1.

In the approximation model the value for pi is calculated using

equation (16b). This equation always yields a value of pj which is

greater than or equal to p., the true probability. This is due to the

particular form of the approximation formula, in particular the n
ij i

term. As noted above there are situations where the true value of pi

is equal to one. If p >
'

p.
J

then p may be greater than one but due

to the constraints on t. = p.J d.
J

this value which should be greater than
j
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one cannot be reached. The constraint forces the value to be less

than one by adding a non-optimal inspection location; i.e., setting

d.=1.Thisaddedinspectionforces.Pj to be less than one by inspect-

ing which removes some of the defectives. So as noted above when the

optimal inspection policy requires inspection towards the end, the

approximation will try to calculate values p > 1 because the defec-

tives are piling up. Due to the constraints these values of pi > I

are not allowed and non-optimal inspections are inserted into the

policy vector.

The above discussion describes why the approximation procedure,

in almost all cases where a non-optimal solution is reached, over

inspects. It is due to the constraints in the approximation proce-

dure
^

and the form of the equation which calculates pi. The pj cal-

culation tries to determine p. > 1 but the constraints do not allow

this and adds additional inspection. The result then is over inspec-

tion. In many of the problems where MPOS yielded an optimal solution

the policy vector was very dense. In these cases where the optimal

solution called for extensive inspection there was no chance for the

piling up of defectives. Therefore MPOS did not try to calculate

pj > 1 so the upper bound on pi was not met and additional inspection

was not added. In general it can be said that MPOS will yield better

solutions if the problem parameters and costs require an optimal solu-

tion which inspects more often as opposed to very little inspection.

However when the approximation is applied the amount of required in-

spection is not known so the accuracy of the resulting solution is

not known. What is required then is to change the model formulation,



in particular the constraints, so that the approximate value of p.

does not adversely affect the solution obtained by MPOS.

The constraints which hold t. = p.J d.
J

to be 0 < t.
J

< 1 and

consequently 0 < pi < 1 are:

tj d.
J J

pJ - tJ < 1 - d.

t. < p.
J J Vj

tJ > 0

p.
J

- t.
J

> 0

(16c)

(16d)

(16e)

(16f)

(16g)
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When dj = 0 equation (16c) holds tj = 0 then equation (16d) constrains

the value of . to be less than or equal to one. Because of non -

negativitynegativity constraints all values are positive. When d. = 1, equation

(16d) constrains p4 - tj < O. Because of non-negativity this con-

straint holds pi = tj. The value of tj = pidi is used in the objec-

tive function as a probabilistic value. Because any probability,p

is defined on the range, 0 < p4 < 1, ti must also be defined on

thisrange.Thevariabled.can have two values, zero or one, which

implies tj = 0 or tj = pi, respectively. Note that for dj = 0, the

value of tj = 0, independent of pi, whether it be greater than or

less than one. In the previous discussion pi was constrained to be

less than one. This constraint was met only when d. = O. If we al-

lowp>1whend.=0,butp<lwhen.dj =1 , the value t. would

still be 0 < tJ < 1. This value of tj would be constrained to its

correct range but pi would not be constrained to be less than or

equal to one. If this were the case it is very likely that the addi-
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tional inspections added because of the inaccurate calculations of

Pj IDwould not be added. This is because . would not be constrained

to be less than one but could range above one.

To accomplish this only one constraint needs to be changed. This

constraint is equation (16d), pi - ti = 1 - di. The modification to

this constraint will be very simple. If we multiply the right hand

side of the equation, 1 - di by some arbitrarily large number, M,

the value for p will be allowed to get arbitrarily large when d. = O.

However when di = 1 the constraint will be pi - t <M1*(0) which yields

t. = p., the desired result. This value of M is just any large number
J j

incorporated into the linear programming constraints. The remaining

constraints and objective function values are not changed for this

alternate formulation. No tests were made on any of the problems to

determine whether this alternate formulation will result in better

solution accuracy. It is left as a recommendation for further re-

search.

VId. Combination of Glover-MPOS

In the previous sections the solution accuracy of MPOS was dis-

cussed. The results showed that MPOS worked well in some cases but

in others was not very accurate. However, MPOS proved to be capable

of solving large problems where Glover was not. What is proposed in

this section is a method by which the optimal solution can be attained

by the use of Glover but the approximation procedure will assist so

that solution times are reduced.

In solving mixed integer or integer programming problems branch
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and bound techniques are primarily used. This technique proceeds

through the 2n possible solution vectors and finds the optimal solu-

tion. This is done by comparing the current vector's cost with the

best solution found up to that point. This best solution is a

bound on the objective function value. When the Glover enumeration

scheme is initiated and problem solving starts the best solution used

for a bound is that one which corresponds to a policy vector of zeros.

In most cases this bound is not a good one and results in extensive

searching by the algorithm to find better bou.nds and ultimately the

optimal solution. If an initial bound is very close to the optimal

solution then the amount of searching or branching is significantly

reduced. It was noted that the MPOS solutions were generally close

to the optimal solution so a logical initial bound for Glover would

be the MPOS optimal solution. This would significantly reduce the

number of vectors which are explicitely fathomed and consequently

the solution times would be reduced. In the situations were MPOS

attained the optimal solution this initial bound would result in

rapid confirmation by Glover of its optimality. This new solution

technique would require first a solution by MPOS and then this informa-

tion would be fed to Glover for its initial bound. Hopefully this

would result in faster computation times. These times would be

longer than MPOS solution times because of the added times for Glover

but the solutions obtained would be optimal.

Another possible initial bound for Glover could also be attained

from MPOS only this bound is not necessarily the optimal MPOS solu-

tion. The MPOS procedure calculates a continuous feasible solution
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and then proceeds to find the integer solution for the problem. It

does this by establishing a bound for the objective function by

finding the best integer solution vector in the general area of the

continuous solution. This initial bound generally takes only a small

portion of the total number of vectors explicitely enumerated to be

found. This value is used as the bound for further searches and

fathoming. Oftentimes this first bound turns out to be the optimal

solution. This first bound is found very rapidly, however the algo-

rithm requires extensive searching to ascertain this optimality. So,

even though the optimal solution is found quickly it requires further

testing, and hence added computation time to assure optimality. There

were situations where it took up to ten times as many iterations to

establish optimality as it took to find the initial integer solution

which later turned out to be optimal. This added large amounts of

computation time and added costs because of the requirements for

additional storage. These additions were only necessary to prove

optimality. If this result is to be used for the Glover initial bound

MPOS optimality is not necessary. By stopping the fathoming once the

first integer solution is found an initial bound for Glover can be

attained with much reduced solution times. There were situations

where this first integer solution was not optimal, however the second

integer solution generally had objective function values which were

fairly close to the initial integer solution. This implies that using

the integer solution which was obtained first will be a reasonable

initial bound for the Glover procedure. An example which shows how

the initial solution attained by MPOS is generally near the optimal
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solution for MPOS is shown by problem number 38. This is the 22 node

test problem. For this example the continuous solution was obtained

after 89 iterations or pivots in the simplex tableau. At iteration

111 the initial integer solution was obtained and after 116 iterations

the second integer solution was found. The initial solution value was

906.73 the second solution was 830. 59, a difference of 8.4 percent.

Because the number of iterations between solutions was so small,

only five. one must assume that both integer solutions were found

close to the area of the continuous solution. This second integer

solution proved to be the optimal solution but only after 2,626 furth-

er iterations of the branch and bound procedure. This is over 22 times

the number of iterations needed to find the optimal solution. This

shows the huge amount of time needed to assure optimality by fathom-

ing all possible solutions. By obtaining just the initial or second-

ary integer solution for MPOS and using this for the Glover bound

large amounts of computation time might be saved. This dual procedure

may prove to be a highly efficient means of solving large problems.

VIe. Discussion

In the sections of the previous chapter and the sections of this

chapter analyses and recommendations on the approximation model have

been presented. In all of these sections the unpredictable nature of

the approximation have been revealed. The problem of locating in-

spection effort within a production sequence is, to say the least,

complex and the evaluation of an approximate solution technique is

not going to give explicite results. There are going to be some areas
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in which the outcome of testing can not be easily interpreted. The

most problematic area of this study has to be in trying to determine

what factors will affect the accuracy of the MPOS solution procedure.

A simple three-factor analysis showed that there were some factors

which appeared to affect the performance of the approximation's

solution but in other tests these same results were not apparent. The

reason for this is due to the complex nature of the inspection loca-

tion problem. There are problem parameters and costs which affect the

problem not only by their particular values but also by their posi-

tion relative to the other parameters and costs. This situation was

discussed with regard to repair costs which in some cases caused ad-

ditional inspection due to their particular location in the set of

repair costs. However in other cases similar sets of repair costs

were tested and the results showed that there was not additional

inspection added. For this particular problem the repair costs were

not the primary factor in determining the solution, some other factor

or combination of factors was. The inherent problem is that there are

so many factors that it becomes very difficult to try and test each

one and the numerous combinations of factors for its effects. The

permutations of structure, rate matrixes, size and parameters gets

exceedingly large and unmanageable for experimental analysis.

The analysis of the computational efficiency was not so difficult

to interpret. The approximation procedure yielded good results in

this area of study. The linear approximation and resulting mixed

integer-linear programming solution technique proved to be much fast-

er computationally than the nonlinear approach. The reason for this
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was due to the ability of finding a continuous extreme point solu-

tion by using the dual simplex method and then capitalizing on the

initial bound found by advancing from this continuous solution. The

computation time for MPOS proved to be an exponential function which

implies solutions for large problems, such as 50 nodes, may not be

solvable in a reasonable amount of time. However it was noted that

a vast majority of the solution time was spent not in finding the

optimal MPOS solution, but in assuring its optimality by extensive

fathoming. This result led to a proposal for an alternate solution

method which may allow 50 node problems to be solved.

This dual solution technique may solve the problem of finding

inspection policies for large production sequences. The combination

of both solution techniques could result in solution times that are

lower than the solution times for either one of the procedures alone.

This could be done by obtaining the initial integer solution for MPOS

but without the proof of optimality. In most cases this solution is

obtained very rapidly and could then be used as the initial bound for

the Glover procedure. The fathoming within Glover could then be

done much faster because the search for the optimal solution would

not have to go so deep into the solution set. This could reduce

Glover solution times substantially, allowing large problems to be

solved. The resulting solution would take less computation time and

result in optimal solutions, one thing the MPOS procedure alone could

not guarantee.

The MPOS solutions were not always optimal but in many of the

problems, 64 percent, the optimal solution was obtained. This result
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was not expected when the approximation procedure was first developed

and consequently shows the potential for its use a solution procedure.

Its potential may be substantially increased by the proposed changes

to the constraints made in Section VIc. These alterations would al-

low the probabilities in the approximation to range above a value of

one and possibly eliminate the additional inspections inserted be-

cause of the inaccurate calculation of the probabilities. The calcu-

lation of the probabilities in the approximation cannot be changed

however because they must remain linear functions so the remedy for

the problem must lie in the constraints and not in the calculations.

One other possibility for decreasing solution times is a better

fathoming test. Fathoming is a means by which branches of the solu-

tion set can be implicitely removed from the set of possible solution

which may be better than the currently available best optimal solu-

tion. This fathoming is based only on the current best solution. It

was noted earlier that linear programming solutions are always extreme

point solutions. This fact is used as a means of fathoming or remov-

ing from the solution space all solutions which are not extreme point

solutions. For linear problems the problem is fathomed by both the

current best solution and the extreme point solution requirement.

For inspection location problems a fathoming criteria based on the

specific structure of the problem could greatly reduce computation

times. What this criteria may be is not known but any additional in-

formation which eliminates possible solutions implicitely could be

invaluable.
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VII SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS - RECOMMENDATIONS

VIIa. Summary

The demand for high quality finished products has resulted in

numerous methods for the allocation of inspection effort within a

production sequence. The nature of production sequences and the

related costs of quality were investigated. This included a dis-

cussion of inspection accuracies, the probabilistic flow of material

in the process and types of attribute inspection. A method for al-

locating inspection effort within a nonserial production process was

studied and its formulation was explained. This method was developed

for a production sequence which had imperfect inspection accuracy and

had defective material being repaired and placed back into the pro-

cess.

The proposed method was formulated as a zero-one integer program-

ming problem in which the nonlinear objective function represented

the cost of implementing an inspection plan within the system. The

univariate concave objective function yields the binary decision

made at any inspection station to inspect for quality or not. The

solution method proved to be an exceptionally time consuming algorithm.

The branch and bound procedure required extensive computer time and

was essentially incapable of solving large problems.

The need for a procedure which solved large problems was apparent.

Because of no inherent problems with the nonlinear solution procedure

an approximation based on this method was developed. This problem

was formulated as a linear, zero-one integer programming problem.
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The nonlinear cost function and defining equations were used as a

base for the linear formulation. By adjusting the nonlinear terms

they were replaced by approximate linear terms. The linear objec-

tive function was to yield suboptimal solutions but the linear nature

allowed faster optimization techniques.

The approximation was tested to determine both its accuracy and

efficiency as compared to the optimal method. The tests included

particular problems designed to determine the effects of size,

structure and other factors on the solution accuracy. Also larger

problems were solved to show the capabilities of the approximation.

Finally, some deficiencies in the model were discovered. Parti-

cular constraints were too binding and adversely effecting the solu-

tions. An alternate formulation and solution procedure were proposed

to remedy the problem. These proposals were not tested but left for

further research.

VIIb. Conclusions

The performance of the approximation model developed for solving

the problem of inspection allocation for nonserial production se-

quences was in general quite good. The comparison of solution times

showed the approximation reduced computation time substantially. In

situations where comparisons could not be made MPOS computation times

were vast improvements over the projections made by regression analy-

sis. There is without a doubt that the approximation is substantially

faster than the Glover procedure. However MPOS does have its limita-

tions. The exponential solution times of MPOS imply rapid increases
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as the problem size goes up. Which means that the capability to

solve large problems is limited. There is a point where it will be

infeasible to solve larger problems because of needs for excessive

computation time. Note however that this point will be much lower

than a similar point established for Glover. The approximation

does have its limitations but its capabilities compared to Glover are

substantially better.

The results of the approximation's solution accuracy were not as

positive but the results certainly were not poor. In 64 percent of

the test cases the approximation technique yielded optimal solutions.

This means that the policy vectors determining where to inspect were

identical. The percent difference between the optimal value and the

approximation value was 2.27 percent. MPOS performed very well when

considering the results in the aggregate. However there were situa-

tions where the percent difference was much higher. The maximum

value for the percent difference was 13.64 percent, a substantial

difference. The confidence that one would have that all solutions

fall on or within this maximum value is 92 percent. In general these

results are not too bad. Especially when considering the accuracy

that would be obtained by the repeated application of the procedure.

Your expected percent difference is only 2.27 percent, close enough

to the optimal so that the difference is neglible.

Where MPOS should be applied would depend on each particular

situation. If the application is for a permanent, long running pro-

cess and great accuracy is desired it may not be appropriate. There

is some chance of obtaining an inaccurate solution which may be very
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costly. However if the situation is such that the process struc-

ture changes often then MPOS allows rapid low cost solutions. The

frequent changes will not result in excessive losses because of

suboptimal solutions and the expected long run accuracy is only 2.27

percent difference.

If a solution is needed for large problems and the accuracy is

critical, the best solution would be attained by using the dual

procedure described in Section VId. This procedure, I feel, has

the most potential for applied use. It results in optimal solutions

but should not require extensive computer time. When developing an

inspectio-n plan the resulting value should not have a possibility of

being far from optimal. However, this solution should not be so

expensive that if is infeasible to even find a solution. The dual

procedure will alleviate both of these problems by finding the

optimal solution quickly. This dual procedure has not been tested but

the logic as to why it is the best solution procedure is sound. Only

further testing will reveal this to be true.

VIIc. Recommendations

For further research on this topic two general areas can be

established. The first deals with further testing of the model with

regard to solution accuracy. The accuracy was determined to be

reasonably good, however certain factors which effected the solution

were not satisfactorily determined. If these factors could be

determined more accurately it would be possible to place tighter

bounds on the confidence limit for these particular problems. The
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determination of factors can be accomplished only by solving more

problems. This testing should be done with problems which have

the problem size, structure and parameters strictly controlled. This

would remove some of the inherent variability due to the interaction

of all of the possible factors in the problem. This tightly control-

led experiment with a large enough sample size should give a better

indication of what factors adversely or positively effect the solu-

tion accuracy.

In addition to analyzing factor affects these additional problem

solutions could add to the understanding and possibly the determina-

tion of the distribution corresponding to the random variable,percent

difference between solutions. A better understanding of the continu-

ous portion of the distribution would allow confidence limits to be

determined based on this distribution as opposed to the nonparametric

procedure. The determination of this distribution could be very help-

ful in future analysis.

The other area of continued research also deals with the accuracy

of the solution but not with the factors which effect the solutions

but with alternate solution procedures which will eliminate the effects

of factors. The alternate formulation described in Section VIc may

allow optimal solutions to be reached quite consistently by changing

one of the constraints. This formulation should be tested on the test

problems in this paper and others. In the event that this does not

work further study should determine why. The inaccurate calculation

of p will always cause additional inspection. If the alternate

formulation does not negate its effect some modification of it might.
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Another area which requires further testing would be the dual

solution procedure proposed in Section VId. This solution technique

which combines both MPOS and Glover may be a very efficient procedure

by which optimal solutions can be obtained. A set of problems should

be tested to see how well this works.

The final suggestion would be to determine another fathoming rule

based on the structure of the problem of where to allocate inspection

in a production sequence. Better fathoming techniques will greatly

improve the branch and bound procedure and reduce computation time.

The potential is great for it may be applied to many integer program-

ming algorithms. However the determination of this rule would be

difficult.
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Appendix A. The FORTRAN programs used for problem generation
and solutions.

A-1. Program "Genera, generates the problem parameters
and costs using random number gnerators.

A-2. Program "Alter", this program reads the input
file generated by Gener and creates an MPOS file.

A-3. Program "Glover",tthis program utilizes Glover's
algorithm to solve tho nonlinear inspection
problem.

A-4. Sample solutions obtained by Glover and MPOS.



C PROGRAM NAME: GENER Appendix A-1.
C AUTHOR: JOHN TURNBLOM
C

C THIS PROGRAM RANDOMLY GENERATES THE PARAMETERS

C FOR THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES USING RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS.
C IT GENERATES VALUES FOR ALPHA,BETEA,EPSILON AND THE COSTS OF INSPECTION AND

C THE COST OF MANUFACTURING AT THE DIFFERENT NODES. THE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE

C DIFFERENT VALUES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
C EPSILON IS NORMAL(.05,.02) MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION

C BETA IS NORMAL(.05,.018)

C ALPHA IS NORMAL(.04,.015)

C INSPECTION COSTS ARE LOGNORMAL(.45,1.05)

C MANUFACTURING COSTS ARE LOGNORMAL(1.75,.55)

C

C ***** VARIABLE LIST ****
C

C CK=EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS

C CL=INSPECTION COSTS

C CM=MANUFACTURINGCOSTS AT NODE I

C CS=CUMULATIVE MANUFACTURING COSTS

C PB=ALPHA

C PA=BETA

C PE=EPSILON

U=UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER

C

C **************************************************
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C

PROGRAM GENER(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)

DIMENSION RATE(50,50),CS(55),CL(55)
DIMENSION U(13),CM(55),SALV(55),PE(55),PA(55),PB(55)

C

C READ IN DATA INITIALIZE RATE

C

READ(5,*)NP,IN,TOUT,EXT
DO 6 I=1,NP
DO 7 J=1,NP
RATE(I,J)=0.

7 CONTINUE

READ(5,*)(RATE(I,J),J=I,NP)
6 CONTINUE

C

C CALCULATE DENSITY OF RATE MATRIX

C

CNT=0.

DO 9 I=1,NP

DO 8 J=I,NP
IF(RATE(I,J).GT.0.) CNT=CNT+1.

8 CONTINUE

9 CONTINUE

DENS=CNTIFLOAT(NP*(NP+1)12)

C

C RANDOMLY GENERATE PARAMETERS
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CALL CLOCK(L)

CALL RANSET(L)
DO 30 I=1,NP

DO 40 J=1,12
U(J)=RANF(L)

40 CONTINUE
PE(I)=.05+.02*(-2.*ALOG(U(1)))**.53IN(2.*3.1415926*U(2))
IF(PE(I).LT.O.) PE(I)=0.

PA(I)=.05+.018*(-2.*ALOG(U(3)))**.5*COS(2.*3.1415926*U(4))
IF(PA(I).LT.0.) PA(I)=0.

PB(1)=.04+.015*(-2.4ALOG(U(5)))**.5*SIN(2.*3.1415926*U(6))
IF(PB(I).LT.0.) PB(I)=0.

CL(I)=EXP(.45+1.05*(-2.*ALOO(U(7)))**.5*COS(2.*3.1415926*U(3)))
CM(I)=EXP(1.75+.55*(-2.*ALOG(U(9)))**.5*SIN(2.*3.1415926*U(10)))

C

C CALCULATE CUMULATIVE MANUFACTURING COSTS

C

IF(I.GT.IN) GO TO 50

CS(I)=CM(I)
GO TO 66

50 TOT=0.

JM=I-1

DO 65 K=1,JM
TOT=TOT+CS(K)*RATE(K,I)/RATE(I,I)

65 CONTINUE

CS(I)=TOT+CM(I)

66 SALV(I):CS(I)-CS(I)t.75*U(11)
30 CONTINUE

C

C RANDOMLY CALCULATE EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS

C

CK=CS(NP)*EXT
PAU=1.0

C

C OUTPUT THE DATA

C

WRITE(6,70)NP,IN,TOUT,PAGO,CK
URITE(6,75)(PE(I),PA(I),PS(I),CL(I),SALV(I),CM(I),CS(I),I=1,NP)
URITE(6,*)((RATE(I,J),J=I,NP),I=1,NP)

70 FORMAT(2I3,2F8.2,F10.2)

75 FORMAT(3F5.2,F6.2,F10.2F6.2,F10.2)
STOP

END
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Appendix A-2.

C PROGRAM NAME: ALTER
C AUTHOR: JOHN TURNBLOM

C

C THIS PROGRAM CREATES AN MPOS FILE FROM THE PARAMETERS OF

C A PRODUCTION SYSTEM. IT READS IN THE VALUES OF THE NUMBER

C OF NODES, THE NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS AND THE EXTERNAL FAILURE

C COSTS. IT THEN READS IN THE PROBABILITIES AND THE COSTS

C ASSOCIATED WITH THE SYSTEM. WITH THIS INFORMATION THE

C MPOS FILE IS CREATED.

C

C *** VARIABLE LIST 0**
C

C NP=NUMBER OF NODES

C IN=NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS

C TOUT=NUMBER OF UNITS OUTPUT

C CK=EXTERNAL FAILURE COST

C EPSIL=EPSILON-

C ALPHA=ALPHA-TYPE I ERROR

C BETA=BETA -TYPE II ERROR

C LAM=LAMBDA

C RHO=RHO

C

C CORO=COEFFICIENTS OF RHO

C COLAM=COEFFICIENTS OF LAMBDA

C RATE=THE (NP,NP) RATE MATRIX

C OTHER VALUES ARE USED AS ARBITRARY CONSTANTS IN ORDER TO

C COMPLETE THE FILE

C

PROGRAM ALTER(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE20=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION EPSIL(35),BETA(35),ALPHA(35),CL(35),SALV(35)
DIMENSION FLAGV(35,35)
DIMENSION RATE(35,35),VAL1(35),VAL2(35),COR0(35,5),IFLAG(35,35)
DIMENSION KVAL(35),COLAM(35),NUM(35),LAM(35),RHO(35)
REAL LAM

C

C READ IN THE DATA FROM FDATA

C

READ(20, *) NP,IN,TOUT,PAOG,CK

READ(20,15)(EPSIL(I),BETA(I),ALPHA(I),CL(I),SALV(I),I=1,NP)
15 FORMAT(3F5.2,F6.2,F10.2)

D0 12 I=1,NP
DO 11 J=1,NP
RATE(I,J)=0.

11 CONTINUE

READ(20,*)(RATE(I,J),J=I,NP)

12 CONTINUE



C

C CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
C

C

DO 20 I=1,NP

VAL1(I)=RATE(I,I)*(CL(I)+SALV(I)*ALPHA(I))

VAL2(I)=RATE(I,I)*(1.-ALPHA(I)-BETA(I))*SALV(I)
20 CONTINUE

MCNT=IN+1

DO 30 J=MCNT,NP

ICNT=J-1

K=0

DO 25 I=1,ICNT

CORO( J, I)=( 1 .- EPSIL(J)) *RATE(I,J)JRATE(J,J)

IF(CORO(J,I).EQ.0.) GO TO 25
K=K+1

IFLAG(J,K)=I

FLAGV(J,K)=CORO(J,I)
25 CONTINUE

KVAL(J)=K

30 CONTINUE

DO 35 I=1,NP

COLAM(I)=1.-BETA(I)
NUM(I)=I

35 CONTINUE
C

C, CALCULATE VALUES OF RHO,LAMBDA,AND Z-VALUE
C

CST=0.

DO 37 J=1,NP

RHO(J)=EPSIL(J)
IF(J-IN)32,32,22

22 K=J-1

XNLAM=1.

DO 27 I=1,K

XNLAM=XNLAM*(1-LAM(I))**(RATE(I,J)/RATE(J,J))
27 CONTINUE

RHO(J)=1-(1-EPSIL(J))*XNLAM
32 LAM(J)=RHO(J)*BETA(J)

C
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C

GUANT=ALPHA(J)+(1-ALPHA(J)-BETA(J))*RHO(J)
CST=CST+RATE(J,J)*CL(J)+SALV(J)*RATE(J,J)*GUANT

37 CONTINUE

TCST=CST+CK*LAM(NP)
C

C OUTPUT THE MPOS FILE
C

NOPRB=1

PRINT(6,40) NOPRB
40 FORMAT(HTITLE",/,"PROBLE1",I2,/,"BBMIP",/,"INTEGER")

IF(NP.GT.15) GO TO 43
PRINT(6,47) NP,(NUM(I),I=1,NP)

GO TO 50

43 PRINT(6,45)(NUM(I),I=1,15)

45 FORMAT(15("D",I2.2," "))
NEU=NP-15

PRINT(6,47)NEU,(NUM(I),I=16,NP)
47 FORMAT(=("D",I2.2," "))
50 CONTINUE

C

C OUTPUT THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUES

C

PRINT(6,52)

52 FORMAT("MINIMIZE")

NEU2=NP-1

DO 55 J=1,NEU2
PRINT(6,58)VAL1(J),J,VAL2(J),J

55 CONTINUE
58 FORMAT(F9.2,"D",I2.2,"+ ",F9.2,"T",I2.2,"+ ")

PRINT(6,59) VAL1(NP),NP,VAL2(NP),NP,CH,NP
59 FORMAT(F9.2,"D",I2.2," +",F9.2,"T",I2.2," +"' F10.2,"LAM",I2.2)

C

C OUTPUT CONSTRAINTS ON RHO
C

PRINT(6,51)

51 FORMAT("CONSTRAINTS")

DO 60 J=1,IN
PRINT(6,61) J,EPSIL(J)

60 CONTINUE

61 FORMAT( "RHO"42.2,"=",F6.4)
DO 65 I=MCNT,NP

K2=KVAL(I)
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PRINT(6,70)I,KVAL(I),(FLAGV(I,K),IFLA3(I,K),K=1,K2),EPSIL(I)

70 FORMAT("RHO",I2.2,=(" -",F6.2,"LAH",I2.2),"=",F5.3)

65 CONTINUE

C

C OUTPUT THE CONSTRAINTS FOR LAMBDA

C

DO 75 J=1,NP

PRINT(6,73)J,J,COLAM(J),J

75 CONTINUE
73 FORMAT("LAM",I2.2,"- RHO",I2.2,"+".F5.3,"T",I2.2,"=0")

C

C OUTPUT CONSTRAINTS ON I

C

C

C

DO 83 I=1,NP

PRINT(6,78)I,I

83 CONTINUE
78 FORMAT("T",I2.2," - D",I2.2,".LE.0")

DO 85 I=1,NP
PRINT(6,86)I,I,I

85 CONTINUE

86 FORMAT("RHO",I2.2,"-T",I2.2,"+D",I2.2,".LE.1")
DO 90 I=1,NP

PRINT(6,91)I,I

90 CONTINUE
91 FORMAT("T",i2.2,"-RHO",I2.2,".LE.0")

PRINT(6,95)

95 FORMAT("BOUNDS")

DO 100 I=1,NP
PRINT(6,102)I

100 CONTINUE
102 FORHAT("D",I2.2,".LE.1")

PRINT(6,103) TCST

103 FORMAT("BNDALL 1",/,"BNDOBJ",P7.2)

PRINT(6,105)

105 FORMAT("OPTIMIZE")
STOP

END
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C

C PROGRAM NAME: GLOVER
C AUTHOR: BONG JIM YUM

C REVISED BY JOHN TURNBLOM
C

C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A NONLINEAR, ZERO-ONE INTEGER PROGRAMMING PROBLEM
C CORRESPONDING TO PRODUCTION SEQUENCES. IT USES AN ALGORITHM DEVELOPED
C BY FRED GLOVER.
C

PROGRAM GLOVER(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE60=INPUT,TAPE61=OUTPUT)

DIMENSION ID(50), IDPR(50), IDMI(50)

COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(5O), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PAOQ,RL(50),RS(50)

2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT
3,SALV(53)

C

C READ INPUT DATA
C

C NOTE THAT PA=BETA AND PB=ALPHA
C

READ(60,10) NP,IN,TOUT,PAOQ,CK
READ(60,11)(PE(I),PA(I),PB(I),CL(I),SALV(I),I=1,NP)
READ(60,*)((RATE(I,J),J=I,NP),I=1,NP)

C

C CALCULATE NECESSARY QUANTITIES
C

C

DO 45 I=1,NP
RL(I)=RATE(I,I)*CL(I)
RS(I)=RATE(I,I)*SALV(I)

45 CONTINUE

C

C START ENUMERATION
C CREAT INITIAL SOLUTION
C SET UP INITIAL UPPER BOUND
C

DO 100 I = 1, NP
ID(I) = 0

100 CONTINUE
C

NOEN=0

C

CALL FEASI(ID)

NOEN=NOEN+1
IF(PI(NP) .GT. PAOQ) GO TO 99

CALL OBJCT(ID,ZA)

IMIN=ZA

CALL EQUAL(ID, IDMI)

C
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C GREAT ANOTHER SOLUTION BY FORWARD MOVE
C

C

ID(NP)=1

CALL FEASI(ID)

NOEN=NOEN+1

IF(PI(NP).GT.PAOQ) GO TO 27
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZB)

IF(ZB.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 37
ZMIN=ZB

CALL EQUAL(IDIIDNI)
GO TO 37

27 ID(NP)=0
37 MR=NP

17 IF(MR.E0.1) GO TO 67
MR=MR-1

IF(MR.EQ.0) GO TO 67
ID(MR)=1

C

C APPLY FATHOMING TESTS
C

87 CALL FEASI(ID)

NOEN=NOEN+1

IF(PI(NP).GT.PA0Q) GO TO 97
IF(MR.NE.1) GO TO 47
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZC)

IF(ZC.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 97
GO TO 57

47 CALL EQUAL(ID,IDPR)

CALL DSTMI(IDPR)
CALL ZTEST(ID,IDPR,ZC)

IF(ZC.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 97
DO 700 I=1,NP
PO(I)=PONT(I)

700 CONTINUE

PI(NP)=PINT
CALL OBJCT(ID,ZC)

IF(ZC.GE.ZMIN) GO TO 17
57 ZMIN=ZC

CALL EQUAL(IDIIDMI)
GO TO 17

C

C IDENTIFY IST AND GREAT ANOTHER SOLUTION BY BACKWARD MOVE
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67 DO 300 I=2,NP
IF(ID(I).EQ.1) GO TO 400

IF(I.EQ.NP) GO TO 800

300 CONTINUE
400 IST=I

77 ID(IST)=0

II:J(IST-1)=1

MR=IST-1
IF(IST.E0.2) GO TO 87

K=MR-1

DO 600 I=111(

ID(I)=0

600 CONTINUE
GO TO 87

C

C IDENTIFY MR AND CREAT ANOTHER SOLUTION BY BACKUARD MOVE

C

97 IF(MR.EQ.1) GO TO 67

ID(MR)=0

ID(MR-1)=1

MR=MR-1

GO TO 87

C

99 LJRITE(61,20)

GO TO 900

C

C CONVERT THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION

C

800 CALL FEASI(IDMI)
DO 200 I = 1, NP
IDMI(I) = 1 IDMI(I)

200 CONTINUE

C
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WRITE(61,111)

WRITE(61,40) NP, IN

WRITE(61,50) (I, PA(I), PB(I), PEW, CL(I), SALV(I),
1I=1,NP)

WRITE(61,70) CI:, TOUT, PAOQ

WRITE(61,112)

WRITE(61,90) ZMIN,(I,IDMI(I),P0(I),PI(I),I=1,NP)
WRITE(61,110) NOEN

10 FORMAT(2I3,2F8.3,F8.2)
11 FORMAT(3F5.2,F6.2,F10.2)
20 FORMAT (1H1, / / /,5X, "INFEiSiBLE ")

111 FORMAT(1H1,//// ,5X,"ANALYSIS OF NONSERIAL PRODUCTION-INSPECTION
1SYSTEMS ", /,SX, "BY GLOVERS SCHEME",//65X,"4* INPUT INFORMATION")

112 FORMAT(//,5X,"** OPTIMAL SOLUTION **")

40 FORMAT( /,5X, "NO. OF OPS = ",I5,10X,"NO. OF SOURCES = "45)
50 FORMAT(//,6X,"I",5X,"BETA",3X,"ALPHA",3X,"EPSIL"

1,4WINSP",6WREPR",//,(5X,I2,3F8.2,F9.2,F10.2))
70 FORMAT(//,5X,"CK = ",F10.3,5X,"TOUT = ",F10.3,5X,"PA00 = ",F10.3)
90 FORMAT(/ ,5X,"MINIMUM COST = ",F15.6,/67X,"I",4X,"D",7X,"RHO",6X,

1"LAMBDA",//,(5X,I3,2X,I3,2X,2F10.6))
110 FORMAT(/ ,5X ,"TOTAL NO. OF VECTORS ENUMERATED = 11,110)

WRITE(61,205)

205 FORMAT(//,10WRATE MATRIX")
DO 210 I=1,NP
WRITE(610)(RATE(I,J),J=I,NP)

210 CONTINUE
900 STOP

END

C

C SUBROUTINE DSTMI
C

SUBROUTINE DSTMI(IA)
DIMENSION IA(50)

COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PAOG,RL(50),RS(50)
2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT
K=MR-1

DO 100 I=1,K

IA(I)=1

100 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C

C SUBROUTINE FEASI
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SUBROUTINE FEASI(IA)
DIMENSION IA(50)

COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), P3(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),

1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PAOO,RL(50),RS(50)

2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,ISTIPINT
DO 100 I = 1, IN
P0(I) = PE(I)

PI(I) = P0(I) * (PA(I) + (1. PA(I)) * IA(I))
100 CONTINUE

IJ=IN+1

DO 200 J=IJ,NP

TMULT = 1.
JM=J-1

DO 300 L=1,JM

TMULT = TMULT * (1. Ri(L)) ** (RATE(L,J) / RATE(J,J))
300 CONTINUE

P0(J) = 1. (1. - PE(J)) * TMULT
PI(J) = PO(J) * (PA(J) + (1.-PA(J)) * IA(J))

200 CONTINUE
RETURN

END

C

C SUBROUTINE OBJCT
C

SUBROUTINE OBJCT(IA, ZD)

DIMENSION IA(50)

COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PA00,RL(50),RS(50)

2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT
TSUM1 = 0.

DO 100 I = 1, NP

TSUM1=TSUM1+(RL(I)+RS(I)*(PB(I)+PO(I)*(1.-PA(I)-PB(I))))*
1(1.-IA(I))

100 CONTINUE

ZD=TOUT*(TSUM1+CK*PI(NP))
RETURN

END

C

C SUBROUTINE ZTEST
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SUBROUTINE ZTEST(IA, IB, Z)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50), PONT(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),
1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), CK, NP, IN, TOUT,PA00,RL(50),RS(50)

2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT

TSUM1 = 0.

TSUM2 = 0.

DO 100 I = 1, NP
PONT(I) = P0(I)

100 CONTINUE
PINT=PI(NP)

CALL FEASI(IB)
DO 200 J = 1, NP

TSUM1=TSUM1+RL(J)+RS(J)*(PB(J)+PONT(J)+PONT(J)*(PA(J)+PB(J))*
lIA(J))

TSUM2=TSUM2+RL(J)*IB(J)+RS(J)*(PO(J)*(PA(J)+PB(J))+IB(J)*
l(PO(J)+PB(J)))

200 CONTINUE
Z=TOUT*(TSUM1-TSUM2+CK*PINT)
RETURN

END

C

C SUBROUTINE EQUAL
C

SUBROUTINE EQUAL(IA, ID)
DIMENSION IA(50), IB(50)
COMMON RATE(50,50), PA(50), PB(50), PE(50), P0(50), PI(50),

1CL(50), CM(50), CS(50), C(, NP, IN, TOUT,PA00,RL(50),RS(50)

2,CV(50),CE(50),PONT(50),MR,IST,PINT
DO 100 I = 1, NP
13(I) = IA(I)

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END



Appendix A-4.

ANALYSIS OF NONSERIAL PRODUCTION-INSPECTION SYSTEMS

BY GLOVERS SCHEME

4* INPUT INFORMATION

NO. OF OPS = 7

BETA ALPHA EFSIL

NO. OF SOURCES =

INSF REPR

1

1 .04 .03 .06 1.56 4.30

.03 .04 .04 1.35 12.94

3 .05 .03 .0' .41 15.59

4 .07 .03 .04 .12 19.21

J .06 .03 .04 .33 11.68

6 .03 .05 .04 .40 11.68

7 .06 .04 .06 2.54 12.32

Cn = 38.000 TOUT = 1.000 MOO = 1.000

4, OPTIMAL SOLUTION **

MINIMUM COST =

I D RHO

6.306944

LAMBDA

1 0 .060000 .060000

0 .097600 .097600

0 .160768 .160768

4 0 .194337 .194337

5 0 .226564 .226564

6 1 .257501 .007725

7 0 .067262 .067262

TOTAL NO. OF VECTORS ENUMERATED = 109

RATE MATRIX

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

O.

O.

J.

0.

0.

0.

D.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
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3

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTNUESTERN UNIVERSITY

************************************#

MPOS

VERSION 4.0

* MULTI-PURPOSE OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM :

*
************************************

***** PROBLEM NUMBER 1 ***,t4

TITLE MPOS file created by Alter

PROBLEM 1

BBMIP

INTEGER

001 002 003 004 005 006 007

MINIMIZE
1.69D01+ 4.00101+

1.87002+ 12.03T02+

.88003+ 14.34103+

.70004+ 17.29104+

. 68005+ 10.o3105+

. 98006+ 10.75106+

3.05007 + 11.54107 + 38.96LA107

CONSTRAINTS

1. RH001= .0600

2. RH002 - .96LAM01= .040

3. RH003 .93LAM02= .070
4. RH004 - .96LAM03= .040

5. RH005 .96LAM04= .040

6. RH006 - .96LAM05= .040

7. RH007 - .94LAM06= .060

8. LAM01- RH001+ .960101=0
9. LAM02- RH002+ .970702=0

10. LAM03- RH003+ .950103=0

11. LAM04- RH004+ .930104=0

12. LAM05- RH005+ .940705=0

13. LAM06- RH006+ .970106=0

14. LAM07- RH007+ .940107=0

15. 101 001.LE.0

16. 702 - D02.LE.0

17. 703 - D03.LE.0
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18. T04 - D04.LE.0
19. T05 D05.LE.0

20. T06 D06.LE.0

21. T07 D07.LE.0

22. RH001-T01+D0I.LE.1

23. RH002-T02+1102.LE.1

24. RH003-T03+D03.LE.1

25. RH004-T04+004.LE.1

26. RH005-T05+005.LE.1

27. RH006-T06+D06.LE.1

28. RH007-707+D07.LE.1

29. TO1-RH001.LE.0

30. T02-RH002.LE.0

31. T03-RH003.LE.0

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

********************

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*********************

USING BBMIP
PROBLEM 1

32. T04-RH004.LE.0

33. TO5-RH005.LE.0

34. T06-RH006.LE.0

35. T07-RH007.LE.0

BOUNDS

D01.LE.1

D02.LE.1

D03.LE.1

D04.LE.1

D05.LE.1

D06.LE.1

D07.LE.1

BNDALL 1

BNDOBJ 14.13

OPTIMIZE

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

*********************

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*s*******************

USING BBMIP
PROBLEM 1



1 801

7 DO7

13 106

19 RH003
25 RH006

PROBLEM INPUT SUMMARY

CONSTRAINTS VARIABLES NON-ZEROS

EQS= 14 INT= 7

LES= 21 TOTAL= 28

GES= 0 NOUB= 7

TOTAL= 35 NOLB= 0

2 002

8 101

14 107

20 LAMO2

26 LAM05

PARAMETERS BOUNDS

NUMBER= 83 fOL= .100E-07 OBJ= .141E+02

PERCENT= 8.47 EPS=DEFAULT ALL= .100E+01

LINI1=DEFAULT
RSCALE= .100E+01

VARIABLE TABLE

3 803

9 T02

15 LAMO7

21 RH004

27 RH007

4 804

10 TO3

16 kli001

22 LAMO3

28 LAMO6

INPUT TRANSLATION TIME =

BEGIN DUAL SIMPLEX LP

.5210 SECONDS

ITERATION 1: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 19, Z= O.

ITERATION 2: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 22, Z= O.

ITERATION 3: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 21, Z= O.

ITERATION 4: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 24, Z= O.

ITERATION 5: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 23, Z= 0.

ITERATION 6: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 26, LI. O.

ITERATION 7: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 25, Z= O.

ITERATION 8: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 28, Z= O.

ITERATION 9: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 22, Z.= O.

5 805 6 B06

11 T04 12 TO5

17 R11002 18 LAMO1

23 RH005 24 LAMO4
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1

ITERATION 10: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 13, Z= 2.6712

ITERATION 11: ROW OUT: -20, COL IN: 14, 2= 2.7314

ITERATION 12: ROW OUT: -21, COL IN: 12, Z= 2.8392

ITERATION 13: ROW OUT: -19, COL IN: 6, Z= 2.9147

ITERATION 14: ROW OUT: -34, COL IN: 7, Z= 3.0873

ITERATION 15: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 16, Z= 3.0873

ITERATION 16: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 18, 2= 3.0873

ITERATION 17: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 17, Z= 3.0873

ITERATION 18: ROW OUT: 0, COL IN: 8, Z= 3.5109

ITERATION 19: ROW OUT: -15, COL IN: 1, Z= 3.6899

ITERATION 20: ROW OUT: -29, COL IN: 20, Z= 3.8523

ITERATION 21: ROW OUT: -35, COL IN: 15, Z= 3.9451

MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

*********************

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

4********************

USING BBMIP

PROBLEM 1

--- CONTINUOUS SOLUTION ---

VARIABLE

TAG NAME

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION =

BASIS/ INTEG/

BOUNDS CONTIN

AT ITERATION 21

3.94505796597

ACTIVITY OPPORTUNITY

LEVEL COST

16 RH001 B C .0600000

17 RH002 B C .0423040

19 RH003 B C .1093427

21 RH004 B C .1449690

23 RH005 B C .1791703

25 RH006 B C .2120034

27 RH007 B C .0659785

18 LAMO1 B C .0024000

8 TO1 B C .0600000

22 LAMO3 B C .1093427

24 LAMO4 B C .1449690

26 LAMO5 B C .1791703

28 LAMO6 B C .0063601

13 T06 B C .2120034

1 D01 B C .0600000

-16 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

-17 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

-18 --SLACK B L. 0.0000000
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6 006 B C .2120034

14 107 3 C .06'57735

12 T05 B C 0.0000000

22 --SLACK B C .9400000

23 --SLACK B C .9576960

-24 --SLACK B C .3906573

-25 --SLACK B C .3550310

-26 --SLACK B C .8208297

-27 --SLACK B C .7379966

-28 --SLACK B C .9340215

20 LAMO2 B C .0423040

30 --SLACK B C .0423040

31 --SLACK 9 C .1093427

32 --SLACK B C .1449690

-33 --SLACK B C .1791703

7 D07 8 C .0659735

15 LAM07 B C .0039537

15 --SLACK NB C 1.6900000

2 0O2 NB C 1.3700000

3 003 NB C .3800000

4 D04 NB C .7000000

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

*********************

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*********************

USING BBMI?

PROBLEM 1

5 DOS NB C .2940799

-19 --SLACK NB C .3859201

-34 --SLACK NB C 3.7045857

35 --SLACK NB C 22.0324000

9 T02 NB C 2.2870590

10 T03 NB C 4.0797251

11 T04 NB C 6.8272197

-21 --SLACK NB C 3.0500000

-29 --SLACK NB C 3.5667984

20 --SLACK NB C .9800000

TIME = .194 SECONDS.
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--- ABSOLUTE TOLERANCE SET TO 14.13000 AT ITERATION 21

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

*********************

PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*********************

USING BBMIP This new integer feasible solution
PROBLEM 1

is found in the general area of the

continuous solution.

--- NEU INTEGER-FEASIBLE SOLUTION ---

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION =

AT ITERATION

11.7679133110

.:./

VARIABLE BASIS/ INTEG/ ACTIVITY OPPORTUNITY
TAG NAME BOUNDS CONTIN LEVEL COST

2 002 IF I 0.0000000 1.8700000

3 003 IF I 0.3000000 .8800000

4 304 IF T
4 0.0000000 .7000000

5 D05 IF I 0.0000000 .2940799

7 007 IF I 0.0000000 22.0324000
1 001 IF I 0.0000000 4.0379385

6 006 IF I 0.0000000 2.2442428

16 RH001 B C .0600000

17 RH002 B C .0976000

19 RH003 B C .1607680

21 RH004 B C .1943373

23 RH005 B C .2265638

25 RH006 B C .2575012

27 RH007 B C .3020512

18 LAMO1 B C .0600000

8 T01 B C 0.0000000

22 LAM03 B C .1o07680

24 LAMO4 B C .1943373

26 LAMO5 B C .2265638

28 LAMOo B C .2575012

13 TO6 B C 0.0000000

-29 --SLACK B C .0600000

10 T03 B C 0.0000000
11 T04 B C 0.0000000

-34 --SLACK B C .2575012

9 T02 B C 0.0000000

14 T07 B C 0.0000000

12 TO5 B C 0.0000000



-22 --SLACK

-23 SLACK:

24 --SLACK

-25 --SLACK

26 --SLACK

-27 --SLACK

-2G --SLACK

20 LAMO2

30 --SLACK

B

B

B

B

B

B

3

B

B

-31 --SLACK B

-32 --SLACK B

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0

************* ,*****

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*********************

USING BBMIP

PROBLEM 1

-33 --SLACK B

-35 --SLACK B

15 LAMO7

-15 --SLACK NB

20 --SLACK NB

-16 --SLACK NB

21 --SLACK NB

17 --SLACK NB

19 --SLACK NB

18 --SLACK NB

TIME=

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0

**I******************

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*********************

USING BBMIP

PROBLEM 1

C .9400000

.9024000

C .3392320

C .8056627

1. .77,34362

C .7424938

C .6979488

C .0976000

C .0976000

C .1607680

C .1943373

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

.443 SECONDS.

.2265638

.3020512

.3020512

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

23.7706417

24.7737280
17.1990825

25.0324000
16.441097?

22.4130538

14.0986196

143
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NEW INTEGER-FEASIBLE SOLUTION ---

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AT ITERATION 23

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 6.36364769975

VARIABLE BASIS/ INTEL/ ACTIVITY OPPORTUNITY

TAG NAME BOUNDS CONTIN LEVEL COST

2 002 IF I 0.0000000 1.8700000

3 003
s...

IF 1 0.0000000 .3800000

4 004
.-- +0

IF I 0.0000000 .7000000

5 D05 Em Wu IF I 0.0000000 .2940799

7 007 :: > IF I 0.0000000 22.0324000

1 001 8-L7 IF I- 0.0000000 4.0379335

6 006 IF I 1.0000000 .9800000

16 RH001 a B C .0600000

17 RH002 B C .0976000

19 RH003 tcli; B C .1607680

21 RH004 = B C .1943373

23 RH005 B C .2265638

25
,Ne. RH006 > B C .2575012

-,--,

27 RH007 0- C .0672615,r.,

18 LAM01 B C .0600000

8 TO1 B C 0.0000000

22 LAMO3 w B C .1607680=
24 LAMO4 ,-- B C .1943373

26 LAMO5 > B C .2265638

28 LAM06 ,Tn B C .0077250

13 T06 B C .2575012

- 29 --SLACK B C .0600000

-16 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

17 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

18 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

-20 --SLACK B C .7424988

14 T07 B C 0.0000000

12 T05 B C 0.0000000

-22 --SLACK B C .9400000

23 -SLACK B C .9024000

-24 --SLACK B C .8392320

-25 --SLACK B C .8056627

26 --SLACK B C .7734362

27 --SLACK B C 0.0000000

28 --SLACK B C .9327385

20 LAMO2 B C .0976000

-30 --SLACK B C .0976000

31 --SLACK B C .1607680

-32 --SLACK B C .1943373

1 MPOS VERSION 4.0 NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
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**************4******

* PROBLEM NUMBER 1 *

*****************;***

USING BBMIP

PROBLEM 1

-33 --SLACK B C .2265638

-35 --SLACK B C .0672615

15 LAMO7 A0Q B C .0672615

-15 - -SLAG( NB C 4.9843078

10 T03 NB C 4.3812007

9 T02 NB C 2.5733338

-21 --SLACK NB C 25.0824000

11 T04 NB C 7.1346454

-19 --SLACK NB C .0622416

-34 -SLACK NB C 24.7737280

TIME = .616 SECONDS.

<<<<< OPTIMALITY ESTABLISHED AT ITERATION 60

Total time in
<<<<< END OF PROBLEM. BBMIP TIME WAS 1.098 SEC. branch and bound

MEMORY USAGE:
CM(SCM) = 076100B, ECS(LCM) = 0000000B:

subsystem

DUAL SIMPLEX TABLEAU 1423

INTEGER BRANCH AND BOUND 1270

SUB-PROBLEM TREE NODES WORDS

MAXIMUM DEPTH 7 3360

STORAGE ACCESS 20 9193

RETRIEVALS 20 9193

STORAGE FAULTS 7 -1827

2TOTAL TIME FOR THIS PROBLEM WAS 1.671 SECONDS Total problem time
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Appendix B. Test problems used in the analysis.

TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 1

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 764.84

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS *44
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .06 .05 .95 7.01

2 .02 .03 .05 1.10 7.16

3 .02 .04 .04 4.63 24.21

4 .03 .02 .03 .30 60.77

5 .03 .05 .03 .33 65.56

6 .06 .04 .06 2.32 584.59
7 0.00 .04 .05 .80 229.35

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOG

GLOVER 181.56 .931 0.00
MPOS 181.56 1.329 0.00

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,1,0,0,1,0.1)
(0,1,0,0,1,0,1)

48. 48.

24.

0.

24.

24.

0.

0.

24.

S.

*** RATE MATRIX I**

0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0.

8. 0. 0.

4. 4. 0.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 2

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 784.82

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL 'NU REPAIR

1 .06 .05 .08 1.69 2.65

2 .06 .05 .03 1.04 17.04

3 .05 .06 .03 .63 16.35

4 .05 .03 .07 2.74 12.45

5 .08 .05 .04 2.68 139.26

6 .06 .04 .08 2.19 609.97

7 .07 .01 .03 5.31 299.45

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME ADO

GLOVER 338.73 1.042 .07

MPOS 373.62 1.651 .012

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,)

*** RATE MATRIX tic*

100.100. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

25. 25. O. 0. 0. O.

25. 25. 0. 0. 0.

25. 25. O. 0.

5. 5. 0.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 3

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1338.00

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS 4**

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .08 .06 .06 1.14 1.44

2 .05 .02 .07 2.89 c ,-,

,J.J.4

3 .02 .02 .03 2.38 8.30

4 .06 .02 .05 .28 22.04

5 .05 .05 .05 .77 55.01

6 .02 .05 .06 3.07 123.39

7 .04 .04 .04 .68 137.68

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 99.24 .847 .006
MPOS 99.24 1.422 .006

GLOVER

MPH

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,1,1,1,0,1 ,)

(0,0,1,1,1,0,1 ,)

16. 16.

16.

0.

16.

8.

0.

0.

8.

8.

1-4.1

0.

0.

O.

8.

2.

RATE MATRIX 14*

0. 0.

0. 0.

0. 0.

0. O.

2. O.

'1. 2.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 4

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1137.07

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .04 .09 2.96 4.24
2 .09 .05 .03 .73 14.91

3 .05 .06 .08 1.47 35.67
4 .01 .05 .05 .62 20.18
5 .06 .01 .03 .79 50.24
6 .04 .03 .03 8.31 184.63
7 .07 .05 .07 2.73 95.97

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 63.08 .945 .007
MPOS 63.08 1.330 .007

GLOVER
MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,0,1,1,0,1)
(0,0.0,1,1,0,1)

8. 8.

8.

O.

8.

4.

0.

0.

4.

4.

g** RATE MATRIX 1-f,*

0. 0. 0.

O. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0.

4. 0. 0.

2. 2. O.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 5

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1075.10

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .07 .07 .03 1.38 6.18

2 .05 .05 .06 3.21 9.6
3 .09 .05 .06 6.01 13.01

4 .02 .03 .03 1.81 11.61

5 .05 .03 .05 .81 14.09

6 .04 .04 .04 1.62 164.47

7 .06 .06 .04 1.86 159.26

8 .03 .04 0.00 3.39 911.60
9 .06 .02 .04 .27 416.54

10 .03 .05 .03 1.06 835.26

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 373.17 9.74 .034

MPOS 373.17 2.55 .034

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0)
MPOS (0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0)

4.4# RATE MATRIX *t*

50. 50.

50.

0.

50.

50.

0.

O.

50.

25.

0.

0.

0.

25.

25.

O.

0.

0.

0.

25.

5.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

5.

5.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

5.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

0.

0.

O.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBERS 6

NO. OF NODES . 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3306.69

1#4. PROBLEM PARAMETERS gi:*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .08 .04 .06 .54 8.18
2 .06 .06 .04 1.26 7.60
3 .07 .05 .04 .13 33.13
4 .06 .04 .01 2.72 97.01
5 .04 .04 .05 .44 259.31
6 .05 .04 .06 5.98 221.42
7 .06 .03 .07 9.54 239.19
8 .07 .02 .05 2.04 2917.17
9 .07 .04 .06 1.53 1494.83

10 .04 .04 .04 1.04 1176.10

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOQ

GLOVER 1262.33 11.02 .040
MPOS 1434.56 3.89 .010

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
MPOS (0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,)

f. RATE MATRIX
110.110. 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. 0.

110.110. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. O.

55. 55. O. O. O. 0. O. 0.

11. 11. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

11. 11. 0. O. 0. 0.

11. 11. O. 0. 0.

11. 11. O. O.

1. 1. 0.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 7

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 2011.44

44* PROBLEM PARAhETERS ff.*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .04 .07 .74 6.23
2 .04 .06 .05 3.18 18.45
3 .06 .05 .06 1.86 8.08
4 .04 .07 .02 .39 16.09
5 .04 .02 .05 2.69 72.31
6 .05 .01 .06 1.99 183.75
7 .09 .06 .03 3.99 220.78
8 .05 .05 .02 2.75 114.76
9 .05 .02 .02 2.69 253.61

10 .03 .02 .04 .24 234.29

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AGO

GLOVER 127.28 13.55 .002
MPOS 127.28 4.14 .002

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1)
MPOS (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1)

24. 24.

12.

0.

12.

12.

O.

O.

12.

12.

f** RATE MATRIX *ff.

O. 0. O. O. O.

O. 0. O. O. O.

O. 0. O. O. 0.

12. 0. 0. 0. 0.

3. 3. O. O. O.

1. 1. 0. 0.

1. 1. O.

1. 1.

1.

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

0.

O.

O.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 8

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 1

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 2655.21

*tt PROBLEM PARAMETERS tt*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .03 .05 .43 2.58
2 .05 .08 .03 .64 27.73
3 .08 .03 .06 10.83 12.00
4 .07 .05 .05 1.14 55.52
5 .02 .02 .06 .95 80.43
6 .07 .04 .05 .19 29.02
7 .06 .04 .01 4.43 74.57
8 .03 .04 .07 1.94 455.42
9 .06 .03 .06 9.40 228.61

10 .04 .04 .05 4.47 523.01

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOQ

GLOVER 196,88 11.52 .002
MPOS 196.88 3.32 .002

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1)
MPOS (1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1)

t-t* RATE MATRIX **t

30. 30.

10.

O.

10.

10.

0.

0.

10.

5.

O.

O.

O.

5.

5.

O.

O.

O.

0.

5.

5.

O.

O.

O.

0.

0.

5.

5.

0.

O.

O.

0.

O.

O.

5.

1.

O.

O.

O.

0.

O.

O.

O.

1.

1.

O.

O.

O.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 9

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 139.83

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .02 .03 10.98 6.41
2 .05 .02 .05 3.08 3.38
3 .04 .03 .04 1.13 1.59
4 .04 .05 .10 1.05 4.85
5 .02 .02 .07 .84 32.26
6 .06 .03 .10 .45 36.01
7 .07 .02 .03 .14 132.59

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AGO

GLOVER 38.52 .714 .044
MPOS 38.52 1.344 .044

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

6.

GLOVER

MPOS

O.

2.

O.

0.

4.

0.

O.

O.

4.

(0,0,1,1,1,1,0)
(0,0,1,1,1,1,0)

m RATE MATRIX m
6. O. 0.

2. O. 0.

O. 4. 0.

O. 4. O.

2. O. 2.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 10

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1132.46

tt* PROBLEM PARAMETERS tt*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .02 .07 .04 1.73 3.76
2 0.00 .06 .06 4.06 4.49
3 .02 .04 .03 2.86 1.24
4 .03 .02 .05 2.41 2.01

5 J .02 .04 .05 4.45 23.51
6 .05 .04 .04 7.62 33.64
7 .04 .06 .03 2.69 900.51

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOG

GLOVER 543.05 .559 .009
MPOS 601.72 1.308 .162

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,0,1,1,1)
MPOS (0,0,0,1,1,1,0)

*tg RATE MATRIX tt*
24. O. O. O. 24. O. O.

48. O. O. 48. O. O.

25. O. O. 25. O.

75. O. 75. O.

12. 0. 12.

5. 5.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 11

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 2512.46

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .02 .05 1.64 3.30
12 .05 .03 .03 6.30 11.60
3 .04 .03 .08 1.15 6.32
4 .06 .04 .04 1.60 1.83
r
J .04 .05 .05 5.95 29.17
6 .08 .03 .02 .58 74.71
7 .04 .02 .08 .17 157.62

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME ADO

GLOVER 224.81 .474 .005
MPOS 224.81 1.334 .005

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,1,1,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,1,1,1)

$.** RATE MATRIX 1**

15. O. O. O. 15. O. O.

5. O. O. 5. O. O.

27. O. O. 27. O.

30. 0. 30. O.

5. O. 5.

3. 3.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 12

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3739.46

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .04 .05 3.61 3.09

2 .05 .05 .07 2.49 5.40

3 .05 .03 .06 6.01 8.05

4 .04 .05 .03 3.57 2.51

5 .03 .03 .05 .50 36.09

6 .05 .02 .07 4.83 35.87

7 .05 .05 .05 9.15 188.85

GLOVER

MPOS

GLOVER

MFOS

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOG

247.32 .498 .009
247.32 1.188 .012

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,0,0,1,1,1)
(0,0,0,0,1,1,1)

10. 0.

2.

0.

0.

54.

0.

0.

0.

12.

*tt RATE MATRIX ::r*

10. 0. 0.

2. 0. 0.

0. 54. 0.

0. 12. 0.

2. V. 2.

6. 6.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 13

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 6

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 436.83

m PROBLEII PARAMETERS 1-t*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .05 .05 .05 6.62 3.99

2 .05 .05 .04 .74 1.99

3 .04 .05 .07 2.50 4.72

4 .06 .05 .04 .78 2.64

5 .04 .01 .05 .75 .93

6 .06 .04 .06 .47 2.26

7 .04 .09 .06 .65 15.25

8 .03 .04 .02 3.84 45.53

9 .07 .04 .04 1.73 32.59

10 .05 .05 .03 6.32 207.25

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 150.41 4.79 .009
MPOS 151.75 3.51 .006

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1)
MPOS (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)

f4# RATE MATRIX

12. 0.

24.

0.

0.

6.

0.

0.

0.

8.

0.

0.

0.

0.

13.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

12.

24.

0.

0.

0.

0.

12.

0.

0.

6.

8.

0.

0.

0.

2.

0.

0.

0.

0.

13.

3.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

12.

2.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 14

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 6

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1060.16

*## PROBLEM PARAMETERS ##*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .04 .37 3.68 6.47

12 .03 .05 .04 4.34 1.70

3 .03 .03 .06 .41 2.04

4 .05 .01 .04 .57 .78

5 .05 .03 .06 2.57 2.38

6 .07 .03 .07 .89 5.78

7 .02 .03 .05 .55 16.07

8 .04 .03 .07 6.72 18.40

9 .06 .05 .07 3.13 74.80

10 .08 .04 .09 1.15 862.61

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOQ

GLOVER 780.61 3.09 .016

MPOS .780.61 1.92 .016

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)
MPOS (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)

##* RATE MATRIX f4#

5. 0.

15.

0.

0.

52.

0.

0.

0.

26.

0.

0.

0.

0.

75.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

J.

5.

15.

0.

0.

0.

O.

3.

0.

0.

52.

26.

0.

0.

0.

26.

0.

0.

0.

0.

75.

5.

0.

0.

5.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

26.

5.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 15

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 6

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 11307.77

*gt PROBLEM PARAMETERS 41
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .06 .01 .04 .96 4.36
n2 .06 .04 .06 1.77 8.72

3 .05 .04 .10 2.87 4.25

4 .06 .02 .03 4.53 1.37

5 .06 .07 .08 1.93 2.88

6 .01 .02 .03 2.71 2.35
7 / 0.00 .03 .08 2.15 148.60

8 .05 .05 .10 1.35 15.91

9 .07 .06 .07 15.13 17.88

10 .06 .05 .04 3.02 1317.83

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 1911.46 2.72 .016
MPOS 1911.46 1.87 .018

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1)
(1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1)

100. O.

25.

O.

0.

33.

O.

O.

O.

11.

t4* RATE MATRIX *tic

O. 0.100. O. 0.

O. O. 25. O. 0.

O. O. O. 33. O.

0. 0. 0. 11. 0.

70. O. O. O. 70.

35. O. O. 35.

5. O. O.

11. O.

35.

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

5.

11.

35.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 16

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 6

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 2229.50

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .06 .02 .03 1.40 .68

2 .05 .04 .05 4.81 .73

3 .06 .07 .03 2.55 4.27
4 .07 .05 .04 1.63 8.60
5 .06 .04 .06 .94 4.77
6 .04 .04 0.00 .74 1.99

7 .06 .05 .06 .70 14.44
8 .01 .03 .05 1.05 31.04
9 .07 .04 .06 9.76 16.90

10 .03 .04 .06 .35 176.43

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 187.96 2.42 .016
MPOS 200.86 2.56 .004

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER . (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1)
MPOS (0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1)

*** RATE MATRIX **I,

6. 0.

12.

0.

0.

1.

O.

0.

0.

3.

O.

0.

0.

0.

27.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

9.

6.

12.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

0.

O.

1.

3.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

O.

0.

0.

27.

9.

0.

0.

9.

0.

O.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

1.

9.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 17

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES =
EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 760.22

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .05 .07 1.23 2.84
2 .07 .05 .06 2.10 3.38
3 .05 .06 .01 .90 8.33
4 .07 .04 .02 .68 13.10

5 .04 .05 .06 1.21 10.18
6 .06 .03 .04 .47 261.48
7 .09 .04 .03 1.12 511.62

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOQ

GLOVER 401.54 .875 .070
MPOS 401.54 1.274 .071

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

57.

GLOVER
MPOS

O. 27.

58. O.

9.

23.

23.

O.

23.

(1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0)

(1,1,1,1,1,1,0)

* ** RATE MATRIX ***

O. O. 7.

20. 15. O.

O. 9. O.

O. 23. O.

10. 5. 5.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 18

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 2

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 370.34

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .03 .07 1.66 1.67

12 .05 .03 .06 3.24 2.36
3 .03 .06 .05 1.53 10.31

4 .07 0.00 .08 4.80 5.28
5 .03 .03 .06 .43 110.64

6 .07 .04 .07 4.75 19.51

7 .02 .06 .05 .59 366.62

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME ADO

GLOVER 197.86 .872 .130

MPOS 197.86 1.253 .134

GLOVER
MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(1,0,1,1,1,1,0)
(1,0,1,1,1,1,0)

21. O.

33.

9.

18.

3.

O.

14.

O.

7.

m RATE MATRIX m
2. O. 10.

1. O. O.

3. O. O.

1. 5. 2.

1. O. 1.

5. 5.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 19

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 2

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 5160.25

*s* PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .02 .06 .04 1.32 6.98
2 .03 .05 .06 2.49 4.64
3 .08 .01 .03 13.12 47.43
4 .06 .02 .08 .38 4.61

5 .05 .02 .05 1.74 121.54
6 .03 .04 .05 1.01 535.76
7 .03 .03 .05 11.40 790.22

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOO

GLOVER 478.21 .801 .003
MPOS 478.21 1.420 .003

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(1,0,0,1,1,1,1)
(1,0,0,1,1,1,1)

45. O.

31.

45.

0.

15.

O.

30.

O.

15.

ti,* RATE MATRIX f,t*

O. O. O.

O. O. 1.

10. 5. O.

15. O. 0.

5. 5. O.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 20

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES =
EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 10754.91

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .07 .04 .10 3.65 7.54
2 .05 .05 .04 1.38 .81

3 .05 .04 .05 .83 12.54

4 .02 .07 .01 1.70 17.38

5 .09 .03 .06 1.29 10.32

6 .05 .02 .06 .90 253.29
7 .02 .06 .04 1.72 1854.62

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 848.70 .592 .002

MPOS 848.70 1.256 .002

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,1,1,1,1,1)
(0,0,1,1,1,1,1)

128. O.

44.

88.

44.

44.

40.

O.

O.

20.

1.4cf RATE MATRIX tg*

0. O. O.

O. O. O.

44. O. O.

O. 20. O.

44. 40. 4.

4. 4.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 21

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 354.91

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS :**
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .06 .05 .06 .51 5.67
2 .04 .04 .05 2.56 1.51

3 .04 .01 .04 1.87 4.06
4 .05 .05 .07 1.71 4.74
5 .06 .06 .03 4.81 32.00
6 .06 .04 .02 4.91 17.07
7 .06 .02 .05 1.26 22.59
8 .03 .04 .06 6.74 86.72
9 .05 .04 .08 2.18 256.85

10 .05 .03 .03 1.28 287.38

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 172.75 10.730 .008

MPOS 172.35 2.898 .008

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1)
(1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1)

I.** RATE MATRIX *ot
10. O.

24.

O.

0.

20.

0.

16.

0.

4.

O.

0.

20.

0.

4.

0.

8.

O.

4.

0.

4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

4.

0.

4.

O.

0.

0.

O.

O.

4.

2.

2.

10.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

O.

2.

1.

O.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

0.

I.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 22

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES =
EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 446.34

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .03 .05 .02 6.53 3.99
2 .07 .04 .06 .59 2.Q9
3 .05 .03 .06 .84 7.99
4 .06 .04 .08 1.65 11.48
5 .04 .05 .06 1.58 29.67
6 .03 .05 .07 1.99 19.23
7 .04 .06 .10 1.73 48.29
8 .07 .05 .06 2.78 33.32
9 .06 .02 .01

"1
.., 146.65

10 .03 .04 .05 2.45 121.81

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 132.12 , 10.700 .029
MPOS 150.01 5.378 .004

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
(0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1)

gt* RATE MATRIX ***
17. 0. 11. 0. O. O. 6. O. O. O.

25. 22. O. O. O. O. O. O. 3.

11. 7. 4. O. O. O. O. O.

7. 2. 5. O. O. O. O.

2. O. 2. O. O. O.

5. O. 5. O. O.

2. O. 2. O.

5. 3. 2.

1. 1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 23

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1748.58

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS *4*

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .08 .07 .03 1.12 3.25

12 .05 .05 .10 4.84 1.19

3 .03 .06 .06 2.37 1.17

4 .03 .04 .06 2.37 22.32

5 .03 .02 .05 1.61 38.31

6 .06 .05 .03 2.42 81.35

7 .06 .02 .05 5.88 121.47

8 .05 .04 .06 .80 87.16

9 .02 .05 .02 .78 186.16

10 .04 .03 .04 1.92 337.27

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOG

GLOVER 214.81 9.520 .0020
MPOS 225.55 4.178 .0016

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)
MPOS (0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1)

22. 0.

8.

0.

0.

27.

16.

8.

8.

8.

00* RATE MATRIX *0

0. 3. 0. 3.

0. 0. 0. 0.

12. 0. 3. O.

8. 0. 0. 0.

4. 1. 3. O.

1. 0. 1.

1. 0.

1.

0.

0.

4.

0.

O.

O.

1.

1.

1.

0.

O.

0.

0.

O.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 24

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 2

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 8081.38

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .01 .04 .04 15.71 3.83

2 .07 .05 .07 3.63 5.85

3 .06 .05 .04 2.33 22.37

4 .06 .05 .07 .29 22.34

5 .04 .04 .09 15.08 71.86

6 .04 .05 .02 1.01 31.33

7 :06 .07 .05 3.21 34.82

8 .04 .03 .08 7.98 196.91

9 .04 .03 .06 .25 406.87

10 .03 .02 .04 4.13 1496.13

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOG

GLOVER 949.78 8.080 .003
MPOS 970.99 2.412 .002

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1)
MPOS (0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1)

*t* RATE MATRIX *tt
70. 0.

44.

48.

24.

24.

0.

16.

0.

16.

12.

0.

24.

0.

12.

0.

4.

0.

8.

0.

4.

10.

0.

0.

0.

5.

0.

5.

0.

0.

0.

8.

4.

4.

0.

4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

0.

2.

2.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

2.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 25

NO. OF NODES = 6 NO. OF SOURCES =
EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3835.57

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .07 .03 .08 6.45 3.74
2 4 .04 .04 .05 .38 5.29
3 .06 .06 .03 .64 51.00
4 .03 .04 .07 .18 89.50
5 .07 .03 .07 4.46 54.69
6 .06 .08 .03 .83 598.97

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 304.19 .397 .004
MPOS 304.19 1.244 .004

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,1,1,1,1,1)
MPOS (0,1,1,1,1,1)

24. 0.

27.

12.

24.

6.

12.

0.

4.

3.

*** RATE MATRIX
0. 0.

0. 3.

2. 0.

0. 3.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 26

NO. OF NODES = 6 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 230.97

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .03 .06 1.32 4.00

2 .04 .05 .05 1.33 6.27

3 .03 .05 .06 1.88 1.84

4 .03 .05 .08 .48 42.92

5 .04 .05 .01 7.08 31.42

6 .05 .03 0.00 2.16 205.91

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 79.95 .438 .108
MPOS 86.42 1.259 .015

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,0,0,1,0)
(1,0,1,0,1,0)

20. O.

2.

O.

O.

11.

8.

2.

4.

2.

gt* RATE MATRIX **t

12. O.

O. O.

6. 1.

2. O.

2. 2.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 27

NO. OF NODES = 6 NO. OF SOURCES = 2

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1287.79

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .02 .03 .97 3.15

2 .09 .04 0.00 1.64 2.77

3 .04 .04 .06 .76 8.59

4 .07 .03 .02 4.45 49.92

5 .04 .05 .07 10.50 19.43

6 .04 .02 .08 1.03 110.29

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 65.03 .380 .009
MPOS 65.03 1.213 .009

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

22.

GLOVER

MPOS

O. 18.

7. 6.

6.

4.

O.

1.

1.

(0,0,1,1,0,1)
(0,0,1,1,0,1)

-it* RATE MATRIX 444

O. O.

O. 1.

4. 1.

O. 1.

2. 2.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 28

NO. OF NODES = 7 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 215.13

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .06 0.00 .04 1.22 3.88

2 .04 .07 .02 3.34 3.34

3 .05 .07 .04 .30 1.25

4 .03 .03 .05 .65 5.77

5 a .07 .04 .07 2.87 39.45

6 .03 .06 .05 1.47 49.10

7 .02 .05 .04- .45 80.80

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AGO

GLOVER 59.62 .837 .005
MPOS 59.66 1.338 .003

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(0,0,1,1,1,0,1)
(1,0,1,1,1,0,1)

*** RATE MATRIX I.**

13. O. O. O. 9. O. 4.

13. O. O. 13. O. O.

13. O. 2. 11. O.

J. 0. J. O.

1. O. 1.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 29

NO. OF NODES = 9 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 558.46

*gt PROBLEM PARAMETERS go*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .04 .05 1.21 8.48
2 .06 .03 .07 .59 2.66
3 .07 .07 .05 16.91 3.70

4 .01 .03 .0 .54 4.66

5 .06 .06 .0 .83 36.95

6 .06 .06 .0 2.98 17.64

7 .05 .03 .0 .98 8.33

8 .03 .06 .0 4.71 296.95
9 .07 .06 0.0 .25 329.82

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOG

GLOVER 243.15 3.828 .018
MPOS 243.15 1.721 .020

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1)
MPOS (1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1)

23. 0.

18.

0.

0.

15.

0.

0.

0.

5.

* :4

21.

14.

0.

0.

7.

RATE MATRIX to*

0. 0. 2. 0.

4. 0. 0. 0.

12. 0. 0. 3.

0. 5. 0. 0.

0. 0. 7. 0.

4. 0. 4. 0.

5. 0. 5.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 30

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 537.71

*o* PROBLEM PARAMETERS oo*

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .07 .03 .05 .42 1.84

2 .06 .05 .06 1.07 1.32

3 .04 .03 .08 3.37 4.85

4 .04 0.00 .07 3.99 1.75

5 .04 .02 .05 .17 42.15
6 .02 .07 .02 2.15 5.26
7 .06 .02 .03 2.38 50.68
8 .05 .06 .07 2.76 183.65

9 .05 .05 .05 .43 85.11

10 .05 .04 .05 4.11 519.23

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AOQ

GLOVER 309.49 8.917 .158
MPOS 309.49 2.816 .163

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0)
MPOS (1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0)

to* RATE MATRIX *to
12. 0.

40.

0.

0.

16.

0.

0.

0.

37.

0.

40.

16.

0.

4.

0.

0.

0.

32.

0.

16.

0.

0.

0.

0.

4.

16.

4.

12.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

4.

2.

0.

0.

0.

5.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 31

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 4

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3433.24

*k* PROBLEM PARAMETERS 04*
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .05 .07 .05 2.28 1.77

2 .09 .03 .04 .85 3.28
3 .05 .02 .03 3.02 2.11

4 .05 .05 .05 .28 2.17

5 .08 .05 .09 .26 12.36
6 .04 .04 .04 .61 42.71

7 .05 .07 .05 1.30 36.35
8 .05 .04 .05 1.16 212.93
9 .05 .03 .03 3.14 555.12

10 .04 .01 .04 .30 305.86

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME A00

GLOVER 259.01 6.024 .005
MPOS 259.28 2.927 .005

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1)
MPOS (0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1)

*4* RATE MATRIX *00
24. 0.

40.

0.

0.

42.

0.

0.

0.

20.

8.

0.

0.

0.

2.

16.

40.

10.

O.

0.

4.

0.

O.

32.

20.

0.

0.

4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

3.

3.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

1.

O.

1.

1.

0.

O.

O.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0..

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 32

NO. OF NODES = 10 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 1796.77

*44 PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .03 .03 .07 .62 1.70

2 .03 .04 .03 1.82 4.10
3 .05 .05 .09 1.20 6.36
4 .03 .04 .04 12.39 71.99
5 .07 .02 .06 1.20 5.12
6 .05 .03 .08 .30 26.13
7 .05 .05 .05 .69 30.71

8 .07 .07 .09 4.44 26.31

9 .07 .05 .04 29.28 245.53
10 .07 .04 .06 .60 208.42

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME ADO

GLOVER 145.01 6.75 .011

MPOS 145.01 2.10 .011

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1)
MPOS (1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1)

30. O.

16.

O.

O.

6.

12.

6.

4.

2.

4t* RATE MATRIX

O. 18. O. O.

O. 0. O. 10.

0. O. O. O.

0. 0. 2. 0.

2. O. 0. 2.

3. 0. 0.

2. O.

2.

t**

O.

O.

O.

0.

0.

3.

2.

O.

1.

O.

O.

2.

0.

0.

0.

0.

2.

1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 33

NO. OF NODES = 13 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3145.94

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .03 .08 3.62 1.36
12 .04 .03 .04 2.10 16.44

3 .02 .03 .04 .33 6.51

4 .04 .03 .10 1.75 19.20

5 .07 .06 .04 6.20 26.49
6 .0? .02 .03 .92 41.21

7 / .07 .01 .04 6.02 40.47

8 .04 .05 .02 8.68 53.09
9 .04 .01 .06 1.18 61.08

10 .03 .04 .07 1.63 198.14
11 .07 .05 .05 16.42 340.46

12 .03 .04 .07 3.05 479.90
13 .07 .04 .04 1.77 1734.01

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME AGO

GLOVER 1834.55 98.480 .070

MPOS 1864.29 6.297 .012

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
MPOS (0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,1)

**0 RATE MATRIX
101. 0.

87.

0.

O.

16.

87.

87.

0.

87.

14.

O.

0.

7.

7.

0.

O.

0.

64.

O.

32.

0.

O.

16.

16.

O.

0.

16.

O.

0.

0.

O.

0.

32.

O.

16.

0.

O.

0.

O.

O.

O.

16.

0.

8.

0.

O.

0.

0.

O.

O.

O.

8.

8.

8.

0.

0.

0.

O.

O.

0.

0.

8.

O.

4.

4.

0.

0.

O.

0.

O.

O.

O.

0.

O.

4.

0.

4.

O.

0.

0.

O.

7.

O.

0.

O.

O.

O.

4.

4.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 34

NO. OF NODES = 13 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 3560.68

*tg PROBLEM PARAMETERS t**
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .04 .06 .06 1.42 2.28
2 .05 .05 .09 .35 1.90

3 .04 .06 .08 .78 3.48

4 .08 .05 .04 .34 8.69

5 .05 .04 .04 3.12 27.53
6 .03 .03 .06 12.73 10.95

7 .05 .05 .06 1.96 43.90

8 .03 .03 .04 1.31 138.92
9 .06 .03 .03 .43 40.55

10 .03 .04 .05 2.10 253.88
11 .07 .06 .04 .45 423.91

12 .02 .03 .05 8.58 841.49
13 .03 .04 .07 .27 2900.81

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 1714.32 108.740 .089

MPOS 1714.32 4.988 .089

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0)
MPOS (1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0)

ttt RATE MATRIX tt*
110. 0. 0. 18. 80. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. 0.

226. O. 54. 40. 23. 19. 90. 0. O. O. O. 0.

141. O. O. 46. 95. O. O. O. O. O. O.

18. O. O. O. 10. 2. O. 6. O. O.

20. O. O. 20. O. O. O. O. O.

23. O. 20. O. 3. O. O. O.

19. 10. O. 6. 0. O. 3.

10. 0. 6. 1. 3. O.

1. O. 1. O. O.

3. O. 3. O.

1. O. 1.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 35

NO. OF NODES = 13 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 24892.58

*ft PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***
I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .06 .03 .08 1.89 3.65
2 .06 .05 .05 1.91 3.84
3 .03 .04 .05 .85 7.95
4 .08 .04 .02 4.07 13.88
5 .08 .06 .04 1.33 93.45
6 .04 .04 .05 .46 66.69
7 .07 .04 .02 .50 31.06
8 .03 .02 .03 2.02 114.22
9 .03 .04 .06 .82 373.37

10 .04 .06 .01 1.01 287.67
11 .07 .03 .07 .32 1556.72
12 .05 .04 .05 .22 2018.91
13 .03 .02 .04 5.61 2554.00

MINIMUM SOLUTION
COST TIME A00

GLOVER 2111.79 90.115 .002
MPOS 2111.79 4.742 .002

GLOVER

MPOS

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

(1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1)
(1 ,1 ,1 ,0,0,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0,1 ,1 )

*tt RATE MATRIX tic*
134. O. O. 74. 0. 54. 0. 0. 3. 0. O. 3. 0.

211. 0.148. 20. O. 19. 24. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

65. O. 60. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 5.

74. O. 36. 38. O. O. 0. 0. O. 0.

10. O. O. 8. 0. 2. 0. 0. 0.

18. 0. O. 18. 0. O. 0. O.

19. O. 12. 4. 3. 0. O.

8. 0. 8. O. 0. O.

3. 0. 2. 1. O.

2. 1. 0. 1.

1. 1. O.

1. 1.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 36

NO. OF NODES = 13 NO. OF SOURCES = 3

EXTERNAL FAILURE COSTS= 14072.63

*t* PROBLEM PARAMETERS Kt*

I BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR
1 .07 .05 .03 1.94 3.42
2 .05 .05 .06 3.67 6.90

3 .03 .05 .04 .60 4.24

4 .04 .05 .04 .80 34.53

5 .06 .06 .05 2.54 21.03

6 .05 .06 .07 3.00 22.34

7 .08 .05 .04 .91 41.10

8 .01 .05 .03 3.31 22.86

9 .06 .04 .06 1.78 89.66

10 .03 .05 .06 5.51 103.19

11 .06 .04 .04 .33 398.96

12 .04 .04 .06 .25 968.68

13 .06 .06 .05 .33 1953.59

MINIMUM SOLUTION

COST TIME AOO

GLOVER 1658.15 108.430 .010

MPOS 1802.41 8.362 .003

OPTIMAL POLICY VECTOR

GLOVER (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1)
MPOS (1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1)

**t RATE MATRIX *sic

172. 0. O. 96. 0. 72. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4.

126. 0. 72. 48. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. 0. 0.

24. O. 24. O. O. 0. 0. O. O. 0. O.

24. O. O. 24. O. O. O. O. O. O.

24. O. O. 12. O. O. 12. O. O.

18. O. O. 18. O. O. 0. 0.

24. O. 0. 24. O. 0. 0.

4. 0. O. 0. 4. O.

6. O. 6. O. 0.

6. 6. O. O.

2. 2. O.

2. 2.

1.
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 37

NO. OF NODES = 20 NUMBER OF SOURCES = 5

EXTERNAL FAILURE COST = 2877.07

I

*** PROBLEM

BETA

PARAMETERS ***

ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .05 .01 .01 .65 5.03

2 .03 .04 .05 2.09 2.93

3 .05 .04 .07 .79 1.25

4 .03 .05 .07 16.54 7.64

5 .03 .05 .04 .81 9.76

6 .05 .05 .05 2.36 36.11

7 .03 .05 .06 .71 32.69

8 .07 .00 .05 .18 120.75

9 .05 .06 .03 1.40 111.41

10 .08 .07 .05 .26 107.34

11 .06 .06 .05 .94 203.46

12 .00 .05 .04 1.78 467.22

13 .03 .02 .02 1.70 168.50

14 .04 .05 .03 .84 177.61

15 .07 .05 .10 1.22 1196.38

16 .05 .05 .01 1.00 236.85

17 .05 .05 .05 .49 277.33

18 .05 .04 .06 .62 423.01

19 .04 .06 .06 1.44 886.80

20 .04 .05 .00 1.09 2157.26

Minimum Cost = 1194.19

Solution Time = 83.441 (secs)

AOQ = .002
Optimal Pol icy (0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0)

Vector
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Test Problem Number: 37 (continued)

*** Rate Matrix ***

122, 0, 0, 0, 0,30,80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,18, 0, 0,
32, 0, 0, 0, 0,32, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

74, 0, 0, 0, 0,50, 0,24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

12, 0, 2, 0,10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
78, 0, 0,60, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
16, 0, 0,16, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

10, 0, 0,10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

8, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

5, 0, 2, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0

3, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0

1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 2, 0

3, 0, 3, 0

1, 0, 1

1, 1

1



TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 38

NO. OF NODES = 22

EXTERNAL FAILURE COST = 5469.21

NUMBER OF SOURCES = 7

184

I

*** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***

BETA ALPHA EPSIL INSP REPAIR

1 .06 .03 .08 1.79 6.12
2 .04 .05 .05 2.10 5.61

3 .06 .04 .09 1.91 9.93
4 .04 .03 .06 1.02 2.21

5 .03 .06 .03 .24 2.74
6 .02 .03 .04 1.42 2.88
7 .08 .04 .05 5.94 1.43
8 .03 .05 .06 .86 10.84
9 .03 .06 .03 .77 11.63

10 .03 .06 .00 3.47 23.28
11 .05 .08 .06 .98 22.21
12 .07 .04 .05 .93 6.02
13 .05 .04 .04 .98 12.80
14 .06 .04 .04 1.98 88.92
15 .04 .03 .05 .89 53.88
16 .08 .03 .04 .60 18.67
17 .05 .02 .06 8.72 7.51

18 .04 .05 .06 2.07 50.86
19 .02 .03 .04 .40 354.73
20 .04 .04 .05 3.72 392.74
21 .05 .08 .07 2.55 563.86
22 .04 .01 .04 .58 779.12

Minimum Cost = 825.79

Solution time = 173.15 (secs)

AOQ = .0064

Optimal policy =
vector

(0
'

0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1)
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TEST PROBLEM NUMBER: 38 (continued)

*** RATE MATRIX ***

185

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
12, 0, 0, 00, 0, 0,12, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

23, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,10, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0
10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

74, 0,00, 0, 0,50,24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
24, 0, 0, 0, 0,24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

25, 0, 0, 0,12, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,12, 0
24, 0, 0, 0, 0,16, 8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

12, 0, 0, 0, 0,12, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0
12, 0, 0, 0, 8,44, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

11, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

16, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,16, 0, 0

2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0,

2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0

4, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0

1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0

2, 0, 2, 0, 0

2, 0, 2, 0

1, 0, 1

1, 1

1


